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BEATS 
Richard was crying. I'd never seen him cry about 
anything before, not back when we were kids growing 'gyp an 
lath street, not a couple o~ years ago when his d.ad had 
died 4 never. He had always been a pillar o~ strength to me 
but now he was crying. 
It didn't lessen my respect far him though. It takes a 
hell o~ a man to admit to someone treat he can't make his 
payments and has to gi-~e his house back to the bank. I'm 
sure if it had been me I'd have cracked a lctng time ago. 
Yau know, when yc~u sit on the other side of the desk in 
a bank it's easy to start believing that the sun rises arzd 
sets on your every ward. Feap 1 e desperate ~'ar a 1 ~~an ~~i 1 1 
laugh at your every .joke, eagerly ask far your advice, 
anything to make ,you happy. The deadbeats are even more 
willing to please. Tell them how high to .jump and haw long 
to hang there and they'll try to do it--anything to keep 
their car. 
For a while it was almost like Rich considered me an 
enemy . lure we were o 1 d f r i ends , but after I to 1 d that reps 
start' he got real distant. shit, I didn't know he was in 
that much trouble. 
It was an innocent start', on an innocent trip, but that 
story turned out to a key that unlocked a whole lot more than 
anyone had bargained for. 
The trip was a reunion far my old neighbors Jahn and 
Richard and old ~1 Tompkins dent along--kind of nice of me to 
ask him since we were using his cabin. ~1 and I had gotten 
to be friends after I had gi•~en him a ~~t~, C0~ loan to get 
started in business. The bank's management "informed" me 
that they didn't agree with my decision and if the loan went 
bad I would be held responsible. 
Fortunate 1 ~,~, ~ 1 ' s business was doing emery we 1 1 , and, 
when he inherited a ton of money and property from his 
uncle's estate, ~1 paid off the loan early and put his scan 
buddy, in charge of the business. 
Al had promised to newer forget my going out on a 1i,mb 
for him and he was constant 1 y trying to repay me . 4vhy 
shoo 1 d he repay me f ar doing m.y j ob? The bank paid me , I 
didn't need to start charging customers for the pri~rilege 
of lending them money at high interest, what pissed me off 
was the bank ' s attitude . F 1. rst they t..~ant you tt~ 1 end money ; 
then when you do the~~ .j ump down dour throat asking ~rou i f' 
you're "sure" the loan is sound. It's the sort of "damned if 
you do, damned if you don't" attitude that can really get to 
be a burr under the saddle. 
Al used to spend most of his free time at a cabin in 
northern Minnesota that he had inherited from his uncle. 
He was always telling fish stories and showing off pictures 
of his catches. definitely not a typical fisherman, he 
backed up his lies with pictures° geeing th®se pictures gave 
me the idea of the reunion. 
Anyway, back to the repo story. Al alwags got a kick 
out of hearing my repo stories. I~obod~r really knew why 
Richard was being such a "care-asked bear," so ~1 asked me 
if I had any good repos lately. 
One of the mast unpleasant aspects of my .job at the bank 
was to repossess cars . I t was a d irty , thank 1 ess .j ab , but 
occasionally it had its humorous moments. John and Richard 
picked up their beers and looked ready to hear a story so 
the "ham" in me took over. That was one of the unwritten 
benef i is of the .j ob , I often got to be the center of 
attention at parties, it seems like everybody likes to 
hear about "stealing cars.' 
"I nailed one a couple of weeks ago. I had been trying 
to catch the asshole for a month. then I'd go to kn©ck on 
his door, no one would answer, but I could hear a radio 
blaring inside. I'd lease a note stuck in the door, drip*e 
around the black and when I went by his house again the note 
would be gone, so I knew he was getting his messages." 
John asked me what I was saying in the note, the 
question reminded me of one you'd hear at a seminar. I felt 
like I should be at a chalk board diagramming my story. 
"Nothing really. Basically I was asking him i.f he had 
an,y problems. I was begging him to come in for help; but I 
also informed him if he continued to ignore me I'd have to 
repossess his car. 
"I didn't hear anything from him sa I started looking 
for h i s car , but cou 1 do ' t ~ i nd i t anywhere . 'Then one of our 
tellers said she had seen the car at the softball complex on 
a Tuesday night. That really pissed me off because I played 
softball an Tuesday nights--and I'd newer thought to look 
there. " 
"How did your teller know it was the right car?" .~1 
asked . 
"It was a emery distinctive color combination, and also 
the deadbeat had unity plates with his last name on them. 
"Far the next week Joan and I kept leaking around the 
parking lots. Finally she came to our dugout and said she 
had the car spotted. I couldn't lease the game because we 
were short on players, so she parked our car across from the 
deadbeat's and waited for cur game to get over. That way, 
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if he tack off, she could follow him and then come back and 
get me so I could 'steal' it. 
"As soon as the game was ®ver I ran like a bat out of 
hell to the parking lot. Joan backed our car out and I 
threw my equipment in the back seat. I'd been lucky enough 
to get duplicate keys made to the beat's car, and I grabbed 
them off the dash. It had started to sprinkle and people 
were leaving the ball fields so I knew I had to act fast. 
"I was so damn nervous I couldn't figure out which key 
to use to unlock the door. An~tway I got the door open and 
quick got in. Then I just sat there.... 
"You know, it's real "eerie" getting into a beat's car. 
They all stinks hell, I never stole a car that didn't have 
an ashtray overflowing with cigarette butts. This car was 
no exception: butts in all the ashtrays, ashes ground into 
the carpet, crumbled up cigarette wrappers all over the 
place. I always wandered how the beats couldn't afford to 
make any payments but they always had a pack of cigarettes 
around. 
"Another 'wierd' thing about" repossessed cars: You're 
not familiar w i th the i r 1 a.yout , and i t seems l i ke their ' re 
a 1 ways straight sticks . tie 1 1 , if I ' d been smart , I ' d have 
learned to drive with a clutch, but truthfully I'd gotten 
spa i 1 ed driving automatics . F i rst of a l l I f orgot tc p~,it i n 
the clutch and when I turned the key the damn thing jumped a 
foot. Then when I tried to put it in gear after I got it 
started I Couldn't find where re~aerse was. I kept trying to 
read the gear shift knob, you know, they always have those 
diagrams on them, took me a few seconds to realise this one 
was loose and upside down. 
In the meantime, it was still sprinkling sa I was 
constantly checking out the people leaving the ballpark. I 
didn't even know what the guy looked like--anybody even 
started walking in my direction and I was shitting bullets. 
It was hot enough in the car anyway, when I started sweating 
the windows started to steam up. I was too nervous to take 
the time to roll down the windows, and the stale cigarette 
smoke was making me nauseous. I felt like if the guy didn't 
kill me his car would. 
So finally I got the damn thing started before anybody 
caught me and managed to get it out of the parking lot and 
home. It only killed on me about ten times on the way home. 
Joan got some great laughs about it. The best part was we 
had barely gotten onto the highway and it started pouring.
The beat ended up having to walk his very "unimpressed" 
girl f riend home in the rain. 
"The next morning I got a call f ram the deadbeat chewing 
me out far taking his car. It turned out he and the girl he 
was trying to impress had: to walk home in the pouring rain, 
needless to say his date was not impressed." 
John and Al laughed at the story, but Richard stayed 
quiet, just kind of thinking to himself. "Have you ever had 
to take anything from someone you know--a friend`" he asked. 
"~'ou get to know some of these deadbeats pretty wel 1, on 
a f fi rst name basis with the wife, kids, the dog--they al days 
have a dog, usually mangy mutt in heat that just 'loves' me; 
but never anyone I would consider a friend, " I said. 
"Anyway, I don't think a friend w®u1d allow himself to get in 
that position without talking to me first. Together we could 
work something out." 
"I didn't think banks repossessed cars," John sa.idy "I 
thought they hired that sort of work out." 
"I shoo 1 d be so 1 ~.~ck.y, " I said. "Maybe if you come and 
talk to our president he'll listen to you--then I won't have 
to repo' anymore. But for now I'll still be your friendly 
neighborhood car thief." 
"Don't you ever worry about someone pulling a gun on 
you," Al asked. 
"I've always said it's only going to happen once. If I 
can get away without the deadbeat pulling the trigger, I'm 
going right back to the bank and resigning. People are 
getting more desperate with a depressed economy, but yo~_i 
can ' t pa.y me enough to make me f ace a gun . " 
you could tell something eras bugging Richard, I should 
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ha~-e been smart enough to f i gure i t out ; but you .~ ust don ' t 
figure your friends ever have troubles, at least not real 
trouble. 
Marking in Des Moines I had gotten out of touch with the 
situation back home. Mith the packing plant closed the town 
had become a powder keg--with a very she~rt fuse. 
Eichard's crying brought that f act home to me. He had 
never cried around me before. Even when he was a little kid 
and fell off the high board at the pool. split his scalp 
wide open, blood all over the place, people screaming; the 
dumb shit ,just sat there and laughed, he laughed at that... 
Just like we'd laugh around the bank when c~e'd get same 
customer crying at our desk. Oh, we never laughed to their 
face; that'd be bad manners. But boy, we'd split a gut 
laughing back in the break roam, repeating the tearful 
conversations, making all sorts of asides. 
I remember the time I conned Anita Halverson out of her 
car. She was sitting at my desk alternating between 
screaming at her two kids to behave and crying about hoc her 
husband was trying sa hard to scrape up the money far the 
payments. 
I was sa professional, pointing out haw they would never 
be able to afford the payments with one hand and passing 
Kleenexs across the desk with the other. In the meantime I 
kept supplying the kids with pens and scratch paper so they 
would keep their screams down to a dull racer. 
I looked up and saw Bernardo and ~~inter across the lobby 
pretending they were playing violins and dabbing at their 
eyes. Then they'd laugh and point at me. 
I damn near gat a hernia trying to keep Pram laughing. 
I quick covered my mouth so Anita wouldn't see my smile, but 
somehow a snort gat out anyway. She looked up and mistook 
the tears in my eyes for sympathy_-I didn't do anything to 
discourage her. 
?hen she saw haw much her story had moved me she decided 
to give in and GIt1E me the cart She just signed the papers 
and then used my phone to call her aunt to come and get her 
and the kids. 
But now what were we gonna talk about'? I sure as hell 
wasn't gonna compliment her on her kids' manners. I asked 
her if they wanted something to drink while they waited. 
The kids were screaming for pop but Anita started to say na. 
"Don't worry, it's the least I can da," I said. I 
didn't tell her the pap only cost me ten cents a bottle and 
the coffee was f ree . Cans i der i ng I wou l d h ave had to dr z. ve 
a hundred miles round trip to pick up the car T didn't 
think thirty cents far a repo sounded too bad. 
Bernardo and hinter started the violin serenade as soon 
as I got to the break roam. I reall~r shut 'em up when I 
to 1 d them Anita had gi~aen me the car°. 
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"NO EHI'T?" they bath said, dropping their imaginary 
violins. 
"No shits And if you guys hadn't got me laughing I 
probably wouldn't have swung it. "
They both wanted credit for the pop but no way I was 
gonna give in. My ,haws were still aching fram the laughter 
they had caused-- I had to get someth ~. ng for my suffering . 
When I got back to my desk the kids had settled doc~n and 
were drawing pictures. Anita had stopped crying. 'There was 
a small mountain of soggy blue Kleenex by her elbow 9 but she 
was managing a weak smile. the had definitely bought the 
bullshit I had told her about how it was in her best 
interests to give the car back. I waved. off her ®Efate to 
pay for the pop--by this time she was believing I could da 
n© wrong! 
Her aunt showed up so I went out to the parking lot to 
help her put her stuff into the aunt's taro `The kids' car 
seats , sacks of groceries, a 1 1 the typi ca l stuff . Gee got 
into the trunk and when Anita grabbed one of the sacks a few 
cards fell out. One was an anniversary card. from the cldent 
kid, another was a handmade Father's Day card by the little 
kid, done in red crayon. I LOtIE YOU DADDY. Didn't really 
say a 1 of . 
But damn , what can a guy do wh i i e you ' re c~a i t i ng f ar 
them to .finish cleaning out the car? The kids didn't know 
it 
what cans going on but they certainly knew something was 
up. I had let them keep the pens and papers but that 
didn't seem to make them happy. after a11, I was taking 
their car. 
Then I remembered I had some gum in m.y pocket. 
"You guys want some gum?" 
"No thank you sir," they both said. 
SIR? ire? These little kids had been hell cats fire 
minutes before and now they were calling me sir, as polite 
as could be. Before they drove off with their aunt they 
gave me back the pens and paper, like they were contaminated 
or something. Oh cael 1 , I just sort of considered it another 
repo. No sign of Bernardo or hinter either. 
anyway , the next afternoon R i chard and I Caere s i tt i ng 
around c 1 earring f ish cahen he asked if I 1 iked my j cab . John 
and Al were taking a cat nap, Rich and I had won the right 
to c 1 can the f ish. b.y catching the f ewest f ish . 
I looked up from the walleye I was gutting and thought 
about it for a minute. "Yeah I suppose so. The pay is okay, 
and I have great benefits. " 
"Even when you have to repossess something?" he asked. 
His voice had dropped almost to a whisper. 
"It's a necessary evil. I don't da it because I enjoy 
i t , " I said . "ghat ' s wrong w i th you anycaay? Y ou ' -,re been 
dawn in the mouth since you got here." 
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"I've gat a question to ask you," Richard said. "I 
can't talk to my banker about it... 
" I rea 1 1.y cou 1 do ' t a.f f and to came up here this week , but 
it sounded like fun---something I haven't had in a long time, 
and I needed to get your advice." 
Richard didn't say anything far a minute, He had 
grabbed another walleye and was roughly scraping the scales 
off the fish, it almost looked like a miniature snowstorm. 
Since we were both wearing charts some of the scales stuck 
to our leg hairs. It looked kind of neat9 haw the sun 
ref 1 acted off them l i ke o f rag i l e prism o 
Since he wasn't talking I went back tc gutting my 
walleye. People complain about the smell, but it isn't sc~ 
bad. If you get rid of the innards like I did, Just throw 
them off' the dock into the water, they're not around tom= 
stink the place up. The fish in the water will alwa~rs eat 
them and then they hang around waiting far mare. That way 
you always have fish waiting to be caught. The bad part 
about cleaning fish is that you get blood on your hands, 
under your nails, and then it's a bitch to clean up. 
"How do you give your house back to the bank`?" Richard 
blurted out. 
I glanced up from my cleaned fish and watched Richard 
stab his wa 1 1 eye, but instead of cutting the f ish open he 
slowly pulled the knife out and then ,jabbed it into the fish 
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again. He was squeezing the fish so hard the eyes were 
bulging out even mare than normal. He wouldn't look at me 9
he ~~ust stared over the water with glared eyes. 
"Is it really that serious?" I asked, wiping my hand off 
on my pant leg and then reaching Gut to squeeze his shoulder. 
I was shocked that a friend I had always looked upon as a 
pillar of strength was crying. 
"Hell yes I couldn't sleep all last night, trying 
to think of some way to ask you, but I couldn't think of 
anything. It's not anything new though_-I haven't had a 
decent night's sleep in months." 
"How f ar past due are you Rich?" 
"The last payment I made was in Ma.y, but that was ,~pril's 
payment , so I ' m three months behind now . " 
"ton ' t anyone buy the house f ram you :~ " I asked . " I t ' s 
in a goad neighborhood, I'd think it'd sell." 
"blot f or anything c 1 ose to what i t ' s worth . " 
"Da you cunt to give the house up or make the bank 
foreclose?" 
"It's my house damn its" Richard said. "I've 1i•~ed there 
for seven years . . . , started to raise a f am i l }~ there , i t ' s 
mine damn its I don't know, maybe one of thaw rumors 
about the plant opening again will be true. If it opens 
again , I ' 1 1 be ab 1 e to catch up in no tune . " 
"Dut what if it doesn't?" 
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"I don't know.... ,~ 
" I f you want to stay there , then stay . " I to l d h i m , the 
banker in me took aver. "If you can make payments every now 
and then---do it. If the bank accepts the payment, they have 
to hold off foreclosure action until six months of ter your 
last payment." It really felt strange telling someone haw to 
get ahead of the bank, but I couldn't help myself, this guy 
was my f r i end . 
I paused for a second to remember what came next. I 
hadn't done a foreclosure in a while9 plus I hadn't came on 
this trip prepared to be a banker° "after six months, if the 
bank forecloses, you only lose your house! the bank can't sue 
you for any of the remaining deficiency. The bank will 
almost certainly want to retain that right, so they're not 
gonna foreclose on your house until at least a year fr®m the 
date of your l ast payment . " 
"I wanna pay Bi 1 1 , I J ust can ' t ~ I gotta f eed m.y f ami 1 y 
too ya know'." Richard said through his tears° 
"I know...," was all I could reply. I stood there 
holding my cleaned walleye and silently watched my life-long 
friend sobbing. 
I cou 1 do ' t think of anything to he l p him. If it spas a 
small loan, I could have helped him make payments or 
re-written the loan at my bank. But I had bills of my awn, 
I couldn't afford to make another mortgage payment. 
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The mortgage bankers at my bank wouldn't even look $t a 
loan out of the Des Moines area. They certainly wouldn't 
consider rewriting a delinquent loan for an unemployed 
worker. 
The best I could do was to tell my friend how to default 
on a loan. Ta turn him into a "deadbeat". 
But he wasn't a "deadbeat": he .just couldn't payo It 
wasn't his f ault~ Haw many times had I heard those words 
from across my desk and smirked on the inside at the person 
saying them? Those times came back to me n®w. How came I 
wasn't laughing this time? 
Because none of those deadbeats had been there to pull 
my head out of the toilet when I passed out puking on my 
first drunk. Served him right though, he was the one who 
had gotten me drunk in the first place. Of course he had 
been partially trying to cover his ass, it would have been 
hard to explain to his parents--how I drowned in their stac~l 
that is . 
But the thing was he had been there far me because we 
were f riLnds. He got me drunk because we were friends, 
pulled me out of the toilet because we Mere friends and 
"nursed" me back to health because we were friends. 
And now I couldn't help him out. Suddenly I was seeing 
my .job from a different perspective. It was kind .of 1 ike 
watching a friend slowly die of cancer. `There's nothing you 
can da for them, you try to make them comfortable and watch 
them waste away. 
Richard's sobbing had quieted now. "I guess if that's 
the only thing I can do I'll try it. I was hoping for same 
promising ideas though." 
ghat could I say? I've never felt so helpless in my 
1 i f e . "Let me know if I can be of any he 1 p . " I said that 
basically to be saying something, I knew I had already blown 
my chance to help him. 
"I've got faith in the plant, '9 Richard said. "I'm going 
to stay in the house. once the plant opens, I'll be able tc~ 
work it out with the bank." 
"The only way it will work in y®ur favor is to talk it 
over honestly w i th your banker R i ch , " I said . " I f they 
see you're trying to cooperate with them, they might be 
easier on you. Take advantage of any help you can get." 
"It's gonna be tough, but I'll go see them. Hopefully 
they'll go along with me." 
The rest of the fishing trip went smoothly. Everybody 
settled down, drank beer, fished, and watched Richard catch 
the most fish--as usual. ~e decided the trip was so much 
fun we'd have to do it again sometime..° , but sometime will 
never came again. 
John moved to F 1 or i da to try to f ~. nd a ~ ab ; he doesn ' t 
get home anymore, although he did offer to have us come 
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down to Florida and stay with him. "Fishing is great in 
Florida too!„ he said. 
Al isn't around anymore either. He dropped o~•er dead 
one day with a heart attack about six months after our 
fishing expedition . I ' ale 1 ost same new f r i ends too . 
About a year after our fishing expedition I had to gG 
back to m.y home town to help Richard rno~re his belongings into 
his mother's house. The bank had tried to understand but 
eventually had to foreclose. 
And me? I had p 1 ent.y of time to he l p h im moire . short l y 
before going back to help Richard more, I knocked on a 
deadbeat's door to talk to him about a payment. Unly Z 
didn't get to talk to him. Instead of the deadbeat 
answering the door ---I came f ace -to -face with the mu~z 1 e of a 
double-barrel shotgun. 
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REPt~S~E~SION FOR FUN & PROFIT 
Most of the twelve desks in the bank lobby were unoccupied 
at this time of the afternoon. I was alone in the far corner 
of the lobby, done with al l my work for a change, and sti l 1 
had two hours before I could go home. All the officers 
except Mr. Earnest, the bank president. had taken the 
afternoon of'f and were go 1 f ing . ~ ince I wash ' t an officer , 
only an officer trainee, and the only nCn-golfer in the bank, 
I had to stay. 
Mary, who sat in front of me and often cGllabarated in m~T 
schemes, was helping a young woman open a sa~rings account fvr 
her son . At the cesk next to Mary , Jan was trying to hE 1 p ~Ir . 
Pitts and his wif e ingest their certificate of deposit. 
Opening m.y top desk drawer I f ound a pile of gunk mail 
where I had tossed it this morning when I was bus y. Taking 
the thick rubber nand off the envelopes, I wrapped it. around 
my left index and middle fin~-ers and quickly skimmed the 
1~ 
advertisements, tossing them into the garbage as quickly as 
you peel a potato. I found nothing of interest, but the 
rubber band was intriguing. 
Since it was a thick rubber band, it had a powerful snap 
to it. and I could stretch it over eight inches. Holding 
ane end on the leather of my chair, I pulled the rubber band 
as far as I could. Releasing the other end gave a 
satisfactory POP that echoed around the lobby, causing a few 
heads to scan the 2~rea for the source of the noise, 
Because the source of the noise was concealed by my desk, 
no ane cou 1 d conf iz•m that I was the gui 1 t.y one . To further 
throw off any suspicion, I put what I hoped was a surprised 
1 oak an m.y f ace, acid gazed around the 1 abby as if searching 
far the source of t;he noise a l so ; stopping for a second on 
anyone who 1 ooked ~~ n my d i rect i can . That was enough to 
remove suspicion f3~om me, and when na one was paying 
attention to me I chug in my desk for mare toys. 
I felt eyes staring at me and gazed up to see Mr. Pitts 
watching me. Pitts runs a small hardware store down the 
street Pram the bank but to listen to the old f art talk you'd 
think he was putti~zg the whole dears chain out of business 
single-handedly. ~~henever one of the bank employees had to 
go to his store we referred to it as "descending to the Pitts. '9
Okay, so it ' s a po~~r excuse for a ,~ oke--it ' s a poor excuse 
for a stare . I don ' t l_~nderstand how he cou 1 d be staying i n 
~o 
business, whenever I was in the store I was usually the only 
customer. 
In banking you've gotta be nice to the customers, and 
far ~5~ of the customers it's no problem. But Pitts is in 
the worst extreme of the other 5~. He usually cuts ahead of 
the other customer► waiting in the teller lines and tosses 
his deposit in, sa~~ing he'll pick up the receipt later. Then 
he barges into Mr. Earnest's, the bank's president, office to 
talk to him. 
The tellers re~~ent the way he e~ust throws the deposit bag 
at them. The customers who are waiting in line get upset, 
because they feel t;he bank is giving Pitts special treatment, 
and take out their anger on the first person they see, the 
to 1 1 er . ~ i nce P i tt~s i s such a good f r i end of the president 
everybody is afraid to complain about him. 
I don't know what Mr. Earnest sees in the Pitts. t~ith 
their disgusting pE~rsonalities for lack of personalities}, 
they couldn't be the most ideal friends, and their business 
didn't bring in th<~t much money to the bank. From what I had 
heard the tellers :gay, the deposits Pitts was so desperate 
far were nothing that spectacular. 
They were physically unattractive. He was a tall, skinny, 
sloppily dressed man with an incredibly large bald head; 
usually glistening with sweat as he planned his next corporate 
take-over. 
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Mrs. Pitts wasn't much better. She was a chart, mousy 
little woman who dz~essed plainly and never ware any make-up. 
She reminded me of one of those little dogs, like a 
Pomeran i a►n or Peki ~lgese , that f a 1 1 ow you around , y i pp i ng and 
nipping at your heE~ls, but as soon as you turn around they 
scramble away like you shot at them. That was how she 
followed her husband around. t~hile he would bellow at 
someone about a minor detail, she'd be beside him, yipping in 
her two cents worth, feeling safe in hi.s shadow. 
I decided to let Jan worry about the Pitts and looked 
across the lobby at two of the tellers talking. Shooting 
them with paper wads could be interesting but I didn't knew 
i.f my rubber band would shoat that far. besides, there were 
customers at the desk in f ront of me , and I m i ght accident 1.y 
"shoot" one of them. 
It might have been fun to wing the little boy though. 
He was one of those kids who just stare at you, you knew the 
kind: they don't blink, they hardly move--they just stare at 
you 1 ike your f 1 y is down or something . I fe 1 t se l f -Conscious 
anyway, I wasp't doing anything constructive, but I wished the 
little brat would look somewhere else. 
Formally I was swamped with work on an afternoon like 
this, but since consumer loans had been slow lately I had no 
real pressing bus:Lness, and it was easy to get bored. I 
tried to catch up on my bank reading, but my Gc~d, that's 
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worse than my old college text books 
Digging around some more in my desk, I found a couple of 
new pencils I had sharpened and never used. I lave a sharp 
pencil. Personally, I use a mechanical pencil so I always 
have a sharp point, but I keep wood pencils around for 
customers to use. 
The electric pencil sharpener the bank used ~~ouldn't gi`Fe 
me the long, taper~:d point I like, so I took my pencils to a 
l aw off ice on the third f l aor of the bank that had a manna l 
sharpener that g'avEy me a more idea 1 paint . One of the f fi rm ' s 
lawyers was in my service club sa it gave me an excuse to 
visit him, plus they had cute secretaries. 
T spread the r~.ibber band between my index and middle 
fingers and absent--mindedly stretched one cif the pencils 
into the rubber bared, like a miniature sling shot, eying the 
high cei 1 ing of th~~ bank 1 abby . The part of the bank m.y 
desk was located in used to be a theatre, so it was extra 
high. springing t~ze rubber band, I wondered if 1t had the 
power to reach that high. Pulling the rubber band as f ar 
as possible I thought might be enough. I~aybe I'd try 
sometime when the bank was empty. 
suddenly the pencil slipped from my fingers. Lunging 
forward in my chair, I desperately snatched at air, but the 
pencil was already gave. 
It had .~ ust begun its f 1 fi ght, but was 2c 1 ready ~~e 1 1 
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beyond my reach, slowly tumbling end-over--end as it soared 
towards the ceiling. t~uickly I searched the lobby, looking 
for the pencil's potential landing site.. 
They say right before you die that your life passes in 
front o.f you. Visions of important moments were beginning 
to pass before my ~yyes , rep 1 ac i ng my v i ew of Mr . P i tts , my 
boss ' f r i end Mr . P j. tts , who was trying to ,squeeze a better 
interest rate out cif Jan. He wa.s sitting there oblivious to 
the f act that a per~cil with his name on it was tumbling 
through the air abc~~re him. 
High school graduation was the first thing I remembered. 
dome boring co 1 1 egf~ professor c~as to 1 1 ing us how we were the 
future of mankind . I f we were the f uture , mankind ~,~~as i n 
big trouble. The ~~uy on my left was drunker than a sailor o~i 
saturday night, the guy on my right was so stoned we almost 
had to chain him to his seat to keep him from floating away, 
and the rn a~j ority of the c 1 ass, myse l .f inc 1 sided, had had at. 
least a couple of beers before the ceremonies started. 
Right as the speaker ~,ras reaching the most dramatic~ 
moment of his boring speech, pausing to heighten its 
importance, my f ellow graduate on the lef t began to gag :end 
then loudly puked--fortunately to his lef t. Instead of 
splattering me, he got Mary Kay Kent--class priss. Her 
screams did an effective ,fob of ruining the speaker's 
dramatic pause . P,etter her than me though, I wou 1 d ha~►~e 
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screamed much louder, and would have colored the screams 
with a great deal of profanity as well. 
College graduation was next. e~ctually, not the ceremony 
itself, I couldn't comment on that, since I had been partying 
the n i ght before and forgot to set my a l arm c l cock . I ' ve 
talked to people who were there, and they assure me that I 
didn't miss anything. The ma`~or excitement was when my 
parents discovered, I wasn't in attendance. Isom was sure I 
was kidnapped, and; I think Dad was kind of h®ping I was. 
By the time I had recovered enough to realise ghat had 
happened and rushed to the auditorium t® catch my parents, 
they had l eft . It; took the better part of the day for us to 
get together and ~;et the story straight. I tried to comfort 
Mom that no one wc7uld want to kidnap a hung over, unemployed 
college graduate ~~nyway, and that her fear's had been 
,groundless. I th9.nk about then she was starting to think 
like Dad, wishing I had been kidnapped. 
My next visia~~ was the day I was hired at the bank. ~Ir. 
Earnest was telling me, "Scott, with your potential you can 
go far in banking .. " Yeah, far back in the c 1 oset to get my 
coat before I head to the unemployment line....Na, it 
couldn't be that lead. 
Looking again at the pencil's flight, I saw that there 
was a good possibility it would hit the ceiling. I -began to 
feel relieved, and leaned back to ponder my gaud fortune. 
G~ 
The pencil slowed i.n its upward flight, and I again began to 
gauge i is tra.j ector.y . 
I'd alwags enjoyed banking, it was a shame m~ career 
would have to end ~~a abruptly. I guess I had it coming, 
screwing around on the job, but somehow I'd always figured 
if I was going to ~;et canned it woo 1 d be for some 
work-re 1 ated reaso~zs . 
The pencil had slowed to a stop, poised at the peak of 
its tra j ector3~ scant inches from the high cei 1 ing . . . sa 
close, yet so far. I looked at the target, hoping he had 
moved or was about to move, but no luck, Pitts was right 
where he had been ~,~hen the penci l started its f 1 fight and 
showed no inclination of moving. 
Whir cau 2 do ' t i~t have been the 1 itt 1 e  brat in f runt of 
me? He deserved a pencil stuck in his pointy little head. 
The little snot-nosed kid had been bug~,-ing me ever since he 
sat down. At least I could have enjoyed my predicament a 
little then. 
Of course there was still the possa_bility that I had 
miscalculated. A near miss wouldn't break mfr heart. I 
could have had a good laugh about it later on after I had 
caught m~ breath ago h. Or maybe the eraser w®old hit him 
instead of the point, I could always pray. 
P i tts was st i l l s i tt i ng innocently unac~are of h i s f ate . 
His head must have looked like a large target for the pencil 
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to hit now that it had started its descent...why did he have 
to be so bald? If he had some hair on his head, it might at 
1 east cushion the ~~ 1 ow . 
Did I mention :i like sharp pencils? I have a fantasy 
about the perfect ;pencil tip: it tapers to a paint only an 
atom wide. Unfortunately it wouldn't be practical, because 
as soon as it was used the perfect point would be gone. 
Still, I always try. 
The pencil that was speeding towards I~r. Pitts' 
unprotected skull was one of the sharpest pencils I ever had. 
why should his head be protected? People don't normally get• 
attacked by pencils in your average bank lobbies. Maybe the 
eraser would hit h;im, "Please God don't let it be the point2" 
I prayed. 
Pitts sat at ~:~an's desk, oblivious to his impending 
agony . Shit ! ~?h~l d i d he h ave to be a friend of Mr . 
Earnest. He was ~~ pain in the ass to the rest of the bank. 
Still hoping ~:or a near miss, I began to wonder what his 
reaction would be.. Pain--hell yes, there'd be paint ~ 
heart attack? Could be, he looked like he had a rough day. 
Christ' I~ow I was going to be a murderer'. Maybe he was a 
tough guy, impervious to pain, a sort of walking "Qld 
Ironsides." He'd ,dust shrug it off, look around to see what 
had hit him, see if anybody saw him get hit--maybe chuckle 
about it, and go back to whatever he was doing. 
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No. If the initial impact didn't kill him, he'd scream 
bloody murder. I thought he'd probably came to my desk, 
threaten to beat the hell out of me, demand an apology; and 
after I apologized go Mr. Earnest and demand that I be fired 
anyway. 
After I was f ir~ed my reputation wou 1 d spread, no one 
would want to hire me. I'd spend the rest of my life 
wandering aimlessly looking for half-smoked cigarette butts 
and cursing the guys who invented rubber bands and pencil 
sharpeners. 
The pencil had reached its final destination before my 
startled eyes. For just a split-second everything froze, the 
pencil poised perfectly perpendicular to the bare skull 
beneath it. The gc~ds had decided to smile on me though, the 
eraser, nit the sharp point, had hit the shiny f 1 esh o The 
victim hadn't had i:,ime yet to react to the impact° 
Ah, if that moJnent on 1 y cou 1 d have 1 asted o But now g as 
the pencil began to recoil from the skull, Pitts' eye's 
opened wide in wounded outrage. At the place where the 
penci 1 struck, a s~na 1 1 red spot appeared. He ' d probab 1 ~~ 
have a 1 ittle bruise from the impact. It might be kind. of 
funny to hear him try to explain the bruise: "I was hit by a 
pencil at the bank." But then again, since I was the one to 
hit him, maybe it ~~ou l do ' t be so funny . 
Mr. Pitts quickly slapped his head with a loud smack, as 
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if swatting at an ar~noying f 1 y, but the offending penci 1 had 
already bounced clear and fallen harmlessly to the carpet. 
I've never been able to hide guilt very well. It':~ like 
a big arrow appear, pointing at me and the wards "I did it" 
pap out i n bright r;eon 1 i gh is across my f orehead . I c an 
bluff my way throw;h little things like Snapping the rubber 
band against my ch~~ir, but when the pressure is can I crack 
like an egg with a thin shell, spilling everything. If I 
try to 1 ie my way cut of my gui 1 t, a 1 1 I end up doing is 
stuttering, and blushing an incredibly intense .fire-engine 
red. 
Pitts spotted the tell-tale signs of my guilt and roared 
in anger and anguish, "YOU DID IZ' ~ " He stormed to my des~t, 
screaming abscenit:ies that went unheard in my shock. His 
wife was right at lZis hee 1 s, echoing his words in 1 itt 1 e 
yips. I wondered in my terror if I threw a stick if she 
wou l d f etch i t. 
Although I was already staring at him, I pretended to be 
taken aback by his angry allegations. "~ha, who, what?" I 
managed to stammer cleverly. 
"He did its He did it'. I saw him do its" 
Oh shit' I hacl forgotten about the little rug rat in 
front of me, who was screaming at the top of his lungs. If 
I had to hit someone why couldn't it ha~•e been him? 
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I humped out of my chair to attempt to deny my victim's 
allegations. He stood across from my desk, feet spread apart, 
hands on h i ps , and l oud l ~ accused me of every f ou l crime 
imaginable, all the=_ time his wife's gips growing louder {Oh 
God, I wished I could find a stick'.) 
I leaned backward and spread my arms in front of me to 
fend of f h i s angry barrage of accusations . Mr . P i t is 
suddenly stapped talking, firs. Pitts stapped yipping, it was 
an ly then that I s~.c~ what had stapped them . The rubber band. 
still dangled at the base of the index and middle fingers of 
my 1 of t hand . 
"Yes, I did it, " I said quietly. any hope of laying myT 
way out of the predicament was gave. The neon lights an my 
forehead c 1 ~. cked off.= f and the arrow d isappeared . " I ' m sorry , 
I didn't mean to d.o it. I've been having a lousy day and 
this gust tops it off. If I was aiming for you I never would 
have hit you," I stammered, my voice drifting off. 
"I don't give a damn!" he said, roaring as a martall.yT 
wounded animal might. The rest of the bank was quiet, the 
few peop l e 1 of t i ri the 1 obby s i t ent l y watching our 
confrontation. 
"Your irrespori.~ible behavior and attitude show you have 
na business workir3g in a bank. I personally am going to 
report you to Mr. earnest, who is a very good friend of 
mine, and I'll see to it that you are fired. Let's ga, 
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Irene, " he said, a~Ed with his wife tagging along faithful ly 
at his heels, started towards the president's office, 
patting his head ar~d looking at his hand to see if his wound 
was bleeding. I d'~dn't like the sound of that "very good 
friend" part. 
Mr. Earnest wa.~ standing in the doorway of his office, 
waiting with a puz:Zled look an his face, watching Pitts and 
his wife weave their way through the empty desks, muttering 
obscenities the whole wa.y. then they reached his office he 
escorted them inside and closed the door. scan muffled 
expletives and occasional yips were heard across the silent 
lobby. 
Now what the hell am I gonna do? I wondered, trying t~~ 
decide the best caay to explain to my family that I had been 
fired. Farmly he1].--how was I gonna tell my fionce? the 
was busy planning our wedding that was less than two months 
away. I tried to figure out how we could feed our wedding 
guests with food ~~tamps, and wou 1 d I be ab 1 e to get them in 
time? Getting fiz•ed for embezzlement would probably sound 
better than the real cause of my dismissal. Either way I was 
done as a banker. 
Another muff 1 ~~d roar f ram Mr . Earnest ' s office caused me 
to duck m.y head. At least I had livened up the afternoon, 
and I certainly wasn't bared anymore--but I probably wasn't 
employed either. 
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"Goad shot Sca~tt!" Jan whispered loudly. 
Jan and a couple of other customer service girls smiled 
and gave me the thumbs-up sign. At least somebody was happy 
about this. 
Suddenly Mr. Earnest's door opened and Pitts and hzs 
wife emerged, both scowling in my direction. Pitts x°ubbed 
his bald head one more time, turned, and walked ®ut of the 
bank, his wife again faithfully on his heels. 
I quick 1 ~ 1 aok:ed away , but not before seeing fir . Earnest 
writing something at his desk. gnawing the end c~aas near, I 
began searching around my desk far a legal pad to compose mfr 
1 etter of resignat:~on . I was sti 1 1 rooting under° pi 1 es of 
papers when Mr. E~~rnest called me into his office a couple 
of minutes 1 ater . 
I began the 1 c~ng wa 1 k to his off ice, carefu 1 l .y avoiding 
the eyes of my socyn to be ex-co-workers . Mr . Earnest 
motioned me to a c~l.~air and closed the door. Sitting dawn 
behind his desk, tle sat down and opened a drawer to pull out 
an envelope . Lao~~ i ng quietly across the desk at me , he 
slowly slid the envelope between his left thumb and index 
finger . 
"Da you know c~hy I've asked you in here Scott?" he 
finally asked. 
"Yes sir, " I ,rep 1 ied. " ~r. Pitts just camp 1 ained about 
me shooting a pencil at him and nac~ you're going to fire me. 
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I'm sorry, I didn't mean to do it. He just wouldn't accept 
my apology.. . . " I~ea.1 izing how si 1 1 ~ my Babb 1 ing must ha~•e 
sounded I shut up. 
"Yes, Mr. Pitts wanted me to fire you, so I have drawn 
up this notice far ~rou, " he said ! leaning across his desk to 
hand me the envelo~~e he had been playing with. "open 
it. . . . i! 
I stared at thE: envelope in my hands, but thought of my 
future. How long cloes it take to start receiving 
unemployment? My czar payment was due the next week and I 
wou 1 do ' t be ab 1 e tc~ afford i t . Great --first the bank f i res 
me, then repossesses my car9 I had all sorts of excitement 
to l ook forward to .. 
"Ga ahead , opera i t , " Mr . Earnest repeated . 
I ripped open the heavy bank envelope with shaking 
hands, pulled out i:~he piece o£ bank stationery and started 
to read. "You are hereby ordered to requisition one pencil 
sharpener from the supply room. Gilliam Earnest, 
President. " 
I looked up in stunned disbelief. 
"I can't officially condone your behavior Scott, but I 
finally got it out o£ Pitts that you had tried to apologize 
and explain your actions and he wouldn't let you. 'you've 
shown me by the wa.y you're acting that you are genuinely 
sorry. 
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"When Mr. Pitt, showed me haw sharp the pencil that hit 
him was, I could see why you go three floors to sharpen 
them. As a punishment for horsing around and potentially 
injuring a bank cu~~torner, you are to keep a pencil sharpener 
at your desk. That way you won't be scampering all over 
the building to sh~~:rpen your pencil's and gawk at 
secretaries. Also,, to shave the others that you are being 
punished, you are to sharpen any employee's pencil who cants 
it sharpened. 
"tlnoff ici a 1 1 y, ~" he continued, "you cou 1 do ' t have 
harpooned a bigger horse's ass if you'd tried." 
"But I thought you were friendsi" 
"One of the first things you need to learn is that not. 
everybody who says he's my friend really is." 
"But he's always in your office talking to you," I said. 
"yeah, and because my house is by a corn field it seems 
like I've usually got at least one rnause in my garage9 but 
it doesn't mean the mouse has replaced my dag as the family 
pet , " Mr . Earnest said . 
"As further pur~ishment, you are going to help the 
collection department liquidate Pitts' hardware store. ~Je've 
been trying to keep it quiet, but his business has been 
terrib 1 e and he wa.rits out of it . 
"He shocaed you. today that he ' s not rea 1 1 y much ~~f :~ 
PeoP 1 e person . Hi.s attitude to~tards customers has been 1 c ~,v~ ~.~,, 
for years. He alw~~ys acts like he's doing the customer a 
favor when he opens his door. He always refused to adjust 
his store to modern retailing methods, and ante the new ~~al-
Mart came to town :fit was all over but the shouting. I realiLe 
he's a horses's as:~, but I hate to see a local business go 
down the drain.' 9 
"But my job is making consumer loans, not closing down 
commercial accounts, I don't have any experience," I said. 
"Then th i s i s j  ust what you need , " Mr . Earnest said . 
"It's obvious consumer loans are slow i.f you have enough time 
to experiment in sl~.00ting pencils into space. There is going 
to be an opening in the commercial loan department soon, this 
cou 1 d be j ust the nudge you need to he 1 p .you get the j ob . " 
He got up from his desk and headed towards the office dear, 
"You ' re doing a good j ob so f ar , j ust don ' t 1 et me catch ~,-au 
shooting pencils again!" 
I stumbled back to my desk, still in shock, but. 
determined to be t~7e best banker pons ib 1 e f or Mr . Earnest . 
I had gone into hi.s office an unemployed man, and come out 
being considered .f'or a pramot i ~n . 
The lobby was quiet now, with only a couple of employees 
left in the area. The smil¢ on my lips answered their 
unasked questions and I settled again at my desk. 
Digging around on my desk, I quickly found what I was 
lacking for, "Rep~~ssessian Fc~r Fun ~ Profit" . This article 
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had put me asleep earlier, but nom by Bally, it was gonna 
help me get a promotion--not to mention a little revenge° 
~~ 
BANkERS' HOURS 
"Yes...thank yc►u very much ~1ice, I'll expect the check 
by Friday, be sure to let me know i.f something comes up and 
you can ' t make your payment . Okay---good~-b.ye , " Denny Murray 
hung up his phone. 
"Damn" he continued, muttering under his breathe 
when Denny Iooked up from his desk he noticed the curious 
1 ook an my f ace . It ' s not that I ' m offended by an occa.sicln a 1 
swear word, and a bank certainly isn't a church, but I've 
always thought you should watch your language when a customer 
might overhear you. 
"what's wrong with you?" he asked. "Don't you have 
anything better tc~ do than gawk at me?" 
" I was ,j ust wc~nderi ng why you were cuss i n ' ~ 1 ~. ce , she 
said she'd pay by Friday," I responded quickly, trying to 
1 ook 1 i ke the br i ~; ht , eager to 1 earn , on the ~ ob f or a week , 
bank trainee I was. 
"That's what she's said the past month and a half Sure 
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as hell when the mail comes Friday her check won't be there. 
Dut since she has 'promised' , I can't da anything until 
Friday. 
"Do you realise that if she doesn't get her payment in 
this Friday, and wants us to wait till the next  Friday, 
that we' ll have to carry her at month end? A couple mare 
like her and we get called on the carpet to explain 
everything to the bank president, and that's not something 
to l ook f orward to . " 
"Mr. Jacobsen seems like a decent enough guy to me," I 
replied. 
Denny snorted, gave me a knowing look, and continued. 
"It's obvious he's never called y®u on the carpet --it's not 
pretty. He was a hard-assed collector° in the old days 
before all the legal changes, and he still thinks it's the 
'good old days' of easy collections. 
"You'd think the laws were written by deadbeats. If I 
didn't know that ninety percent of the perks can't write, or 
read anything more campiicated than a beer Iabel, I'd think 
so too. " 
I'd only been working in the bank's loan department far 
a week, but I'd already heard this tirade several times. 
Denny considered people who couldn't pay their bills, for 
whatever the reason, to be the scum of the earth: "lower 
than whale shit," he'd say. 
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"I've gotta get rid of this frustration," Denny said, 
digging through a stack of collection cards on his desk. 
Finally, he found what he was l ooking for, and opening his 
desk to pu 1 1 out a key r i ng . "Come on 'Tarry , " he said , "we ' re 
gonna go steal a car." 
"B-But you said she had until Friday to make the payment," 
I stammered , sta 1 ~. i ng f or an excuse . 
"Forget her, there's nothing we can do until Friday. 
This car belongs to different deadbeat. He's gonna have tc~ 
pay because Alice pissed me off. Besides he had his phone 
number changed to an unlisted number, and that pisses me cuff 
too. This just isn't gonna be Rick's lucky day. 
"The only thing that pisses me off more than a deadbeat 
with an unlisted number is when they have an answering 
machine," Denny continued. "They can't afford to pay on 
their loans but they ga out and buy a goddamn answering 
machine. And they still don't return your calls when yc~u 
leave a message for them'." 
"It's getting close to 4:30, Denny. How does the bank 
feel about overtime?" I asked. 
"They get pissed when I don't have it. They don't think 
we're working hard enough if we're not at the bank twent y 
four hours a day . Cane of the f fi rst things yc4u 1 earn about 
bankers' hours is that there ain't any such creature." 
Realizing that escape was hopeless, I followed Denny tc~ 
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his car. "tie get twenty--two cents per mile travel allowance 
to hunt the 'beats'. Putting our odometer readings an the 
file cover documents our expenses when we go to court." 
"Go to court?" I asked. "Even after we've repossessed 
the car?" 
"You bet , " Denny said , starting the car and pu 1 1 i ng DLit 
of the bank parking lot. "The bastards have made lif e hell 
for us, so we have to repay 'em. Ey the time we get a car 
recovered, fixed up9 and all the fees and lawyer expenses 
paid , there ' s a 1 ways a deficiency and we can sue ' em . " 
"Eut if they're not paying their bills, what makes you 
think they'll pay the deficiency?" 
"They usually won't; but it's fun to watch the Sheriff 
serve papers on 'em with all their neighbors around, and 
then watch 'em squirm while our lawyers' barbecue .'em in 
court . If they don ' t pay off , they get a ~ udgement they 
carry around with them until they pay, and every time they 
apply for credit and get turned down, they' l l think of me. 
That'll teach 'em to not pay so I have to gc~ talk tct the bank 
president . " 
Leafing through the file, I asked Denny how he happened 
to have a set of keys for the car we were 1 oaking fc~r e 
Looking over at him, I saw a strange gleam in his eyes as 
he explained. "we popped this car once before, and I .just 
had a gut feeling that it would come in handy tc~ keep a set 
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when we sold it. The first guy moved out to aregon a.nd 
thought he didn't have to pay anymore. I called a repo' 
company out there and they stole it while he was at work; 
they found a loaded pistol under the front seat. " 
Hearing about the gun, my head snapped back from gaming 
out the window. "Do you run into that very often, guns I 
mean?" 
"Not of ten enough," Denny said as he turned into the 
parking lot of the packing plant. "Deep an eye out far a 
powder blue Corvette. Take a look at the title in the file 
for the 1 icense number . " 
This guy is nuts if he wants to .face a gun, I thought. tc~ 
myself while I dug through the file looking far the title. 
"Webster County ~DLT ~1 ~, " I said, repeating the 1 ic:ense 
number. 
Driving slowly dawn the lines of cars in the parking 
lot, Denny scanned one side while I scanned the other side. 
Then he noticed all the open parking spats in the lot, Denny 
glanced at his watch. "Don't think cae' l1 find him here 
today, his shift is over," Denny said. "We'll check the rest 
of the 1 at though , ,j ust in case . " 
I had hoped to find the car in the lot to a~•oid a 
confrontation with the owner. We'd Dust use the keys to take 
the car and he'd never be the raiser. 
~3ut maybe I was being nervy us f car nc+ reason , of ter a 1 1 , 
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I'd never seen the guy before. "what's this...," I paused to 
hold the folder sideways to read the name, "Rick G1er~n look 
like?" Rick Glenn---sounded kind of wimpy to me. 
Denny snorted . "then he came in to 1 ook at the car ~~ae 
nicknamed him Jethro, for that guy on ' The Be~~~erly 
Hillbillies'. ~~ou know the type: big, strong, and not re31 
intellectual. one of the tellers went to school with him, 
said he had the potential to be an X11-American football 
player until he gat drunk at a school dance and put three 
guys in the hospital during a fight." 
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0 h . ., " I had to ask, I thought to myself. I liked it 
better when he was a f aceless wimp. 
"where are we gonna 1 ook next`? " I asked, pu 1 1 irag out 
the loan application to look for possible leads. 
"I thought we'd drive by his house, even though he 
probably isn't home; and then drive by same of the bars 
around town. " 
Again I looked at Denny in slack-,jawed surprise. we're 
gonna look far a d•iolent drunk in bars? And then tell him 
we're taking his car? Shit! I hadn't been at the bank long 
enough to be covered by the health insurance plan--and if I 
kept hanging around Denny I never would be. 
Denny had a hard, determined look on his face as he 
pulled the car out of the parking lot and pulled onto the 
highway. The cloud of dust f rom our hasty departure from the 
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gravel lot slowly drifted over the remaining cars. 
tie turned onto a side street and Denny sped through a 
dizzying maze of streets , s lowing only f or stop s i gns--not 
stopping, just slowing a little bit by putting his foot in 
the vicinity of the brake pedal. 
Pulling to a stop in front of the address listed on the 
loan application, we found a tired looking, small white house 
that desperately needed a new coat of paint, or siding, or 
maybe the best bet would be a well-placed stick of dynamite. 
Taking a short tour around the house being careful to 
avoid several obnoxious piles lef t by an unseen large doggy , 
and looking through a window into the deserted garage 
revealed that nobody was living here anymore. 
"If he'd cashed in all those beer cans before he moved 
he'd have had enough money to make three car payments," Denn~,r 
remarked calmly as he walked away from the window. 
deer cans! I pressed my f ace against the window, 
shielding my eyes with my right hand and scanned the 
interior of the garage. Large bags overflowing with empty 
beer cans were scattered along the f ar garage wall. There 
went my chance of his ,joining ~~ because of his violent 
behavior. 
"Come on," Denny said, "Let's go check some bars." 
Taking a last look at the overflowing bags and saying d 
silent prayer that Rick had had a thirsty roommate, I 
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reluctantly turned and walked back to the car. 
I looked at my watch and saw it was close to b:00. 
Rather than tell Denny what time it was, I asked him, and 
hoped he would see haw late it was and call off the search. 
"Don't worry about the time Tony, you'll get paid. ~'ou 
didn't have anything going tonight did you?" he asked, in a 
voice that indicated it wouldn't have made any difference if 
I had. 
"Nothing really, ~~ust a ball game an the tube later. But 
if we ' re going to be much 1 star I shoo l d give the wife a call . " 
"you'll be home in time--Hey, is that our car up there?" 
Denny shouted. 
~e~were stopped at a stoplight at the edge of t©wn. 
There was a car ahead of us waiting to make a left turn, 
making i t d i ff i cu I t to see very f ar , but a coup l e of b l ~~cks 
ahead, a dirty blue Corvette had pulled out of Charlie's 
P 1 ace a.nd was headed out of town . 
"It could be," I said, hoping to be wrong. 
"Come on light--change damn its" Denny was impatiently 
muttering and beating the steering wheel with his fist. His 
complexion was getting redder by the second as his anger 
qu i ck l .y i ncreased . 
If this light doesn't change soar, I won't ha~•e to worry 
about repossessing any cars, I thought. I'll be toc~ busy 
trying tc~ f i nd somebody who knGwS CPR to dark a2'1 Denny , he ' s 
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on his way to a coronary. 
The second the light changed, Denny laid on the horn. 
"MOVIE THAT FUCKII~ ' CAE'. " he yelled out his open window, 
and continued to lay on the horn. 
The anger and impatience in his voice shacked meo This 
guy is a maniac, I thought to myse 1 f . ~.00king out of my open 
window I saw I wasn't alone in my thoughts. 
An elderly lady was stopped next to us waiting for the 
light to change, and she had the misfortune of having her 
window dawn also. She stared at our car in amazement as the 
color rapidly drained from her face. 
Denny was still impatiently banking the horn and loudly 
berating the driver of the car ahead of us. Noticing my 
silence, he interrupted himself to see why I was so quiet, 
and noticed our pale-faced neighbor. 
"4~hat's the matter lady? Ain't 'cha ever heard 'fuck' 
before ? " he ye 1 1 ed at her . 
This seemed to shock her into a sort of recovery and she 
quick 1 y drove away . The car ahead of us f ina 1 l .y got a I~rea~~ 
in traffic and turned the ca.rner while she pulled away on our 
other side. 
This signaled the start of the "Murray 5aa", in which I 
was an unwilling participant. Denny roared in and out of 
traffic still bellowing to himself about "damn sight-seers" 
and "worthless tourists". I scrambled around the front seat, 
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first locating the seat belt, and after a few desperate 
seconds of frantic digging, the buckle, and strapped myself 
in. 
It took Denny a several minutes to overtake the 
Corvette's large lead at seventy miles an hour. "I think 
it's him, can you read the license number?" Denny asked rne. 
I.,.ean ing f orward , I squinted to read the l i cease p late , 
which was bracketed by bumper stickers. One read "N.R.A." 
Recalling the earlier repo of this car had involved a gun, 
I struggled to convince myself that the bumper sticker didn't 
stand far the National Rifle Association. National Reading 
Association was a possibility, but somehow Rick didn't. sound 
like the bookworm type. 
As we gat closer it was easier to read the other bumper 
sticker: "If it becomes illegal to own a gun, only creaks 
will have guns", the bookworm idea was definitely 
dead--shot between the eyes with a .3~/.~0. 
"hat's the plate number:" Denny asked impatiently. 
"QDU. . .21.~, " I murmured as I sank back in the seat, 
wishing I were wrong. 
"(~e're gonna nail this bastard" Denny cackled 
g 1 eef u 1 l .y, pounding his f ist on the steering s~,~hee 1 . 
"Did you read the bumper stickers:`" I asked. 
Denny leaned forward, "I see the dumb shit never 
bothered to take of f that N . R . A . crap after he bought. the 
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car from us . " 
I perked up upon hearing this, at least our beer 
crazed drunk wasn't a gun wielding, beer crazed drunk. 
"Of course," Denny continued to himself, "he was kind of 
excited when he saw the bumper stickers on the car, like he 
was a gun nut too . " 
I slumped back again to contemplate this revolting 
development. I realized if he did pull out a gun and start 
shooting at us I could be protected by the engine if I 
stayed like this. 
Denny leaned forward over the steering gheel, his eyes 
glazed over with excitement as he stared at the Corvette. 
"Nervous kid?" he asked, his eyes glued straight ahead. 
"I.f you consider being scared shitless a symptom of 
nervousness, I guess you could say sa," I mumbled, and 
slumped farther down in my seat. 
"Yeah, ain't it great?" 
~s we pulled into the small town of Badger, the ~`orvette 
slowed and turned right. Denny quickly pulled up on its tail 
and turned also. The Corvette angle-parked in front of the 
only bar in town. Denny screeched to a halt behind the 
Corvette and blocked it in. 
Gee hadn't beery quick enough to catch Rick outside the 
bar, his 1 arge body had ,~ ~..~st disappeared int~~ the bar as w~e 
turned the {corner. ah well, I thought to myself slumping 
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back in my seat, now we can just steal the car without any 
confrontation; too bad, I added sarcastically. 
Denny thought the same thing as he bounced out of the 
car and ran to the Corvette and put a key in the lock. "He's 
changed the f uckin' locks!" Denny yelled aver to me, "books 
like cae're gonna have to go in and talk to him." 
ghat a rude way to be shocked out of such a tranquil 
state. I mustered m.y courage, sat up straight in the car 9
and stepped out onto wobbly legs. 
"Couldn't cae maybe just leave a note on his windshield 
asking him to came in and pa.y...," I started in a 
half-hearted attempt to reason with Denny. 
"Nah," Denny interrupted as he headed for the door to the 
bar , " i t ' d probab 1 y be there f or a week before he noticed ~. t. . 
Besides, you're giving him too much credit if you think he 
could read it. There's only one cagy to handle deadbeats like 
this." then I reached Denny at the bar door, he opened it 
and we walked in. 
Conversations died when the bar's occupants caught sight 
of Denny and me in our three-piece suits. The only sound to 
be heard caws Rick loudly talking to friends as he wove his 
way to the back of the bar. 
I felt like I coos on stage, the hostile audience lost in 
the dark smoky haze, a small ocean of brightly-colored seed 
company hats. Resisting the temptation to dcE a little 
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soft-shoe, I gave them a sheepish grin and nervously cleared 
my throat, while Denny searched the bar for Rick. 
I sensed my proximity to the pool table, and realized 
how easy it would be far someone to miss the cue ball and 
"accidently" break their cue stick aver my head. I tried to 
look nonchalant as I slowly moved away. 
Denny had started to move through the bar and I quickly 
scramb 1 ed to P o l l ow h im . I f e l t safety in numbers , even ~. f 
my partner was an the demented side. Maybe he could be a 
shield if people started throwing things like glasses, 
bott 1 es , tab 1 es . , 
We found Rick at the back of the bar 9 standing watching a 
card game, leaning on a softball bat with one hand, and a 
beer ~a beer!) in the other. ~~rmed and considered dangerous 
in my book. 
"Rick, we've gotta talk," Denny said, gaining Rick's 
attention. 
"oh, hi Denny. What's up?" 
Motioning to a table in the corner, Denny told him agoin 
we had to talk. 
Pulling up chairs, the three of us sat around the table. 
Since Denny was still carrying the softball bat, I sat as far 
away as possible. 
"We've gotta take your car Rick." Denny started out, 
"You're wa.y past due. Tell him how much Tony." 
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I jumped when I heard my name and gazed across the table 
at Benny in bug-eyed terror. It's not enough that yo•a've got 
a death wish, I thought, but you've got to take me to the 
grave with you. 
I turned mechanically towards Rick, pulled the collection 
card away from where it was paper-clipped to the cover of his 
file and tried to read the figures. While I read the 
figures, I struggled to ig'nare the proximity of Rick and his 
sof tba 1 1 bat . 
Terror has a way of making it hard to focus my eyes, but 
eventually the figures became clear. "Y...Y...You're over 
two months past due," I managed to stammer out squeakily, 
and silently cursed how my voice had refused to function. 
I pondered apologizing to Rick for his owing the bank sa 
much , or offering to make payments for h i m out of my own 
pocket, but decided to die with dignity. True, it was a 
small, tattered, shred of dignity--but it was dignity just 
the same. "Yeah, I'd planned to come in and talk to you 
about giving back the car," Rick said. "I don't need it 
anymore. Follow me out to my parent's farm, I'll clean out 
my stuff and you can take it. I just gotta gi~~e this bat tc~ 
Bill over there and we can go. " 
This is too easy, I thought to myself, involuntarily 
flinching when Rick put the bat back on his shoulder and 
turned to walk over to his friend. 
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'The bar was still quiet, so I told Denny I would gc~ out 
to move our car. The quiet was too spooky for me, I had to 
get out. 
4~alking back into the bright sunlfight I found I would 
have to work my way through a small crowd that had gathered 
outside the bar. obviously curious about Denny's strange 
parking technique, they instantly were quiet when I walked 
out the door. No one made an effort to move so I could get 
to the car. I had begun to feel nervous about haw to get 
around the hostile crowd when Rick and Denny came out of the 
bar . 
~Jhen they recognized Rick, the crowd began to mumble and 
slowly parted; I quickly darted to the car through the 
opening and crawled into the front seat. Denny climbed into 
the car and backed up to let Rick back out the Garvette arzd 
we s 1 ow l y f a l l aged i t out of town . 
"~lhy did we have to go after him? " I asked. "He said he 
was going to come in to see you about giving the car up." 
"If you believe that, I've gat some prime ocean front 
land in the middle of the Sahara desert I'd like to sell yc~u 
cheap," Denny responded sarcastically. "Maur kid'd be 
president of the bank if we'd have waited for him to come 
in. " 
"But I don't have any kids.... 
"See ~~hat I mean?" Denny asked. 
~1 
"Oh. . . . 
"That was a piece of cake though," Denny said 
triumphantly, and I had to wonder if he had failed to notice 
the crew of "bakers" that had been waiting outside the bar 
for us. 
tie turned into a farm yard surrounded by run-down 
buildings outside of town where Rick pulled the Corvette in 
next to a pick-up truck and began pulling things out from 
behind the passenger seat. 
Denny got out of the car and started to walk up to watch 
Rick unload the car. I turned around to get the credit file 
out of the back seat, where it had been tossed when we g-at 
back to the car after we had left the bar. 
Sudden l .y I heard a thud , and the car racked f rGm s i de t~o 
side. I hadn't heard any words exchanged--any violent 
threats, or the sound of any blows. The car rcEcked again, 
the only sound I could hear was a scratching noise. 
After a f ew moments of si 1 ence , I s 1 ow 1 y turned around , 
dreading what I might see. I peered over the dashboard and 
saw Denny watching Rick unload his Corvette. Looking to my 
right prior to getting out of the car I came to face to face 
with the largest dog I had ever seen in my life. It looked 
like a combination of large black Labrador and a grizzly 
bear. His large furry face was pressed against the window 
along ~,~ith his huge paws, his hot breath steaming up the 
~~ 
window. 
It was easy to understand why we hadn't seen the dog 
when we first arrived at the farm, we had probably mistaken 
him for a stray cow, a piece of machinery, or maybe a small 
building. 
This was obviously the same dog that had 1ef t the 
deposits all over Rick's yard back in town. Crawling aver 
to the driver's side of the car, I opened the door and stood 
up. I looked around and saw the dog coming towards me, his 
teeth bared. I suddenly found myself behind the steering 
wheel. I wasn't sure how I had gotten there, all I knew was 
that I was damn glad to be there and still have the dog an 
the outside. 
"He don't bite'." Rick yelled. 
I rolled down the window a couple of inches and yelled 
back, "The son of a bitch is gritting his teeth at mei can't 
tell me he doesn't bite±" 
"He's smilin' at yak That means he likes yak" 
Yeah, he likes bones too, and I bet he doesn't smile at 
them. Thinking about it far a moment, I hadn't heard him 
growl, and his tail was wagging. 
(dell, at least being worried about this mutt took my 
mind off a gun. I crawled aver to the other side of the car, 
took a deep breath, opened the door and quickly got rout and 
started walking to the 'Vette. 
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Although the dog was nudging my hand with his nose, I 
continued to walk towards the car, and tried to ignore him. 
"He ' s j ust sm i l i n' ," I muttered under my breath . I f e l t l i ke 
my hand was a sacrificial offering to the dog, but all he had 
done so far was lick it a couple of times. As I reached the 
'~ette, I hoped I was the wrong flavor. 
Ghat an incredible pile of garbagei Dirty clothes, 
fishing poles and a tackle box, tools, maps, and other 
assorted paraphernalia were scattered throughout the cart 
Rick was busy throwing all of this onto the pile he had 
already started in the back of the pick-up. 
balking around to the f rout of the car I peeked in at 
the passenger side of the car to see if I could find the gun 
I was sure was lurking there. If a gun was there you'd 
have to look hard, because it would have been buried under 
at least a case and a half of empty Budwieser cans. 
"Tong, wh.y don't you go get the personal possess~.on's 
form from the file sa Rick can sign it when he's got 
everything out of the car. " 
"Sure," I said, and trotted back to the car to get the 
file, the dog hot on my heels. After digging through the 
file I located the right document and brought it back. 
"Here ' s the f orm Denny , " I said , handing h i m the papers . 
"Thanks , " Denny said . He took the f arms f rom me , and 
began to explain them to Rick in a lo~.~d voice so I could 
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overhear. That was Denny's teaching philosophy: no hands on 
experience, .dust talk laud, they' 11 pick it up. 
Suddenly Rick stopped and said he had forgotten something 
in the glove compartment. He climbed back into the car9
opened the glove compartment, removed a couple of items and 
climbed back out. In one hand he had a small box, in the 
other , a p i sto 1 . 
I started to back away, hands in front of me in a feeb 1 A 
effort to f end of f the bu 1 1 ets , and babb 1 ed i ncoherent 1 y . 
both Denny and Rack looked at me curiously, then lacked at 
each other, shrugged, and went back to signing the remainder 
of the farms. The dog tagged along at my heels, giving me 
curious looks, and an occasional lick of the hand. Maybe 
fear gave me a d if f Brent f 1 avar . 
I dent back to the car and stayed there, utterly 
humiliated. The dog stayed by the car for awhile cocking 
his head from side to side giving me curious looks and 
occasional "smiles", until he tired of waiting for me and. 
wandered back over to Rick and Denny. 
Denny climbed into the Corvette and drove out of the f arm 
yard as I numbly followed in his car. As I looked in the 
rear view mirror, my last sight was of Rick waving goad--bye 
to us, the pistol carelessly shoved in the waist band of his 
pants. 
I decided if this was an easy repossession my heart could 
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never stand a tough one. when I locked ahead and saw Danny's 
head bobbing to the music it was obvious he had ent~ayed himself. 
I thought it over and decided it had indeed been an 
interesting day. I had gone out on my first repossessiGn 
(and lived to tell about it}, learned several new obscenities 
from Denny, managed to avoid starting a riot in badger (hc►w I 
still don't know}, and been tasted hand re~~~cted} by a dog 
that could have starred in "The Dog That Ate Cleveland", and 
if he hadn't eaten it, he certainly produced enough waste to 
fertilize a better part of it. 
Coming back to earth, I realized Denny had parked the 
Corvette in front of the Badger bar and was waiting far me 
to pull up beside him. 
"G~hat's going on?" I asked, as I pulled the car to a 
stop. 
Denny seemed excited again. "when we were in here 
before I thought I saga Lea Davis. The bastard is three 
months past due and I wanna go in and gi~•e him hell.... 
The hell with this, I thought, I've been worried about 
the deadbeats being crazy, and Danny's the one who's a basket 
case. The rest of Danny's rants and raves went ~.anheard as T 
put his car in gear and roared cut of town. 
~5~ 
A OHRISTIAN FOR THE LIONS 
It's not every day you lase a customer, at least I had 
never last one before. I don't mean make them mad enough to 
take their business to another bank, ar have them die--I 
mean have them die because of something you did. 
I can still remember the phone call, it's one of those 
things you j ust can ' t f arget , sort of 1 i ke a rea 1 bad car 
accident ; but then again , I ,~~ ust gat the ca►1 1 a f ew 
minutes ago. 
I had been reading a magazine, trying to digest my 
lunch, when the call came. 
"Prairie Trust & Savings Bank; this is John." 
"Jahn--this is Ed.. .," I recognized the voice of Ed 
Trotter, manager of the local travel agency, and my 
next-door neighbor. 
He sounded shook, like the time a charter he had booked 
to England was stranded for tcao extra days because the 
air 1 ine his customers f 1 ew aver an dent c~~.at of business 
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before they could fly back. Ed didn't take stress too well. 
"ghat's up Ed:~ Did you lase another airline?" I asked. 
I looked out at the lobby through my plate glass office Fall 
and prepared for another one of Ed's babbling phone calls+ 
There were a couple of kids throc~ing stuff into the big 
aquarium in the center of the lobby, kind of wished~I'd left 
the piranha in there. old Druscila Fox had Rjust walked ire 
in her mink coat 1 ike she awned the bank o I t ' s eighty --f i?le 
degrees outside and she still c~ea.rs that musty old coat 
around. Fact of the matter is, she probably could buy the 
bank, but she's smarter with her money. 
"horse . . . I 1 ost four customer . I ' m sorry , I d i do ' t. 
mean . . .," his voice trailed off. 
"ghat? ghat da you mean, you last my customer?" Talk 
about getting perked back to reality 
"Remember Mr. Christian? The guy who wan the safari 
from .your bank last month?" 
"Sure. You did a great ,job of lining up the details. ° . , 
the airline didn't go out of business again did it?" I 
asked, beginning to dread the customer's angry reacti~Jn to 
the schedule mix-up even before he came roaring into my 
office. I don't take stress real well either. 
I ' m the bank ' s marketing officer . The saf ar i t,~as my 
idea f or a promotion to ce 1 ebrate the bank ' s severity -f i f'th 
ann i ~7rersary . The bank Ares i f~erzt , Rubes, ~ i1~sc,,lort.h , h-a~~. been 
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hesitant about the idea but I had finally con~ainced him of 
its merits. The best part of the idea was that since Ed was 
my friend, we would get the trip at a Yery cheap price. 
Ruben hadn't gotten to be president of the bank by spending 
money faalishly. He threw nickels around like ma.n-hale 
covers . 
"I wish it were that simple," Ed went on, as I felt my 
heart becoming a lump in my throat. "I just got a telegram 
that says Mr. Christian was eaten by a lic►n." 
"ghat do you mean--eaten b.y a lion?" I asked. "That's 
insane, no one gets eaten by lions anymore. I think they'•~re 
got them on restricted diets ar something now. . . are ~rcju 
sure?"
"Nat entirely," Ed admitted, "I just got the telegram 
and it doesn't make a lot of sense. The only way it reads 
right is that he has been eaten. I don't even know far 
sure who sent the telegram." 
"Could it be somebody's idea of a sick joke?" I asked. 
sick didn't even begin to describe how I was starting to 
feel. 
"I don't know, I'm still checking it out, but I thought 
you'd want to know." 
"Thanks a whole hell of a lot," I said. "Your part was 
easy. I have to go tell.~inswarth about this and he's gonna. 
go nuts" 
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"sorry," was all Ed could say, and with a click the 
phone went dead in my hands. 
"How could this happen to me?" I wondered out loud, as I 
hung-up the phone. They had never taught me how to handle 
this situation in college. yeah, they'd said that 
occasionally marketing plans backfire--but never anything 
concerning customers getting eaten by promotions. I would 
have liked to check some of my old marketing textbooks, but 
I had done what all smart marketing students do---sold my 
books back f or beer money . 
Gee had he l d i n Ruben ' s office after work f or the grand 
prize winner. I had wanted a big drawing with the press and 
public invited--thank God we hadn't. The first name we drew 
was Roger Ethington, who was several months past due on his 
loans. "See now why we didn't want this drawing publicised?" 
Ruben asked me. "Can you imagine how galling it would be to 
send one of our biggest deadbeat's on a trip like this? The 
press would be taking pictures, and I'd have to smile and 
shake the crook's hand--I'd have to count my fingers when I 
got through to make sure they were all still there!" 
~s I agreed with him, I could see th.e vice-president of 
the loan department grilling his assistant on how Ethington 
had gotten into the bank and registered for the contest 
without being hassled about a payment. It looked like a 
pretty one-sided conversation. 
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The next name was written illegibly on the entry. I 
offered to lack up the address in the city directory, but 
Ruben told me to forget it. "If they don't want the prize 
bad enough to write their name clearly, they don't deserve 
to win it. " 
Elmer Christian was the next name we drew from the box. 
Naturally, the rich get richer, I thought. Ne wasn't a 
millionaire, but he ran a successful real estate office 4 and 
was rumored to have made quite a bit of money as a crooked 
landlord. since Christian was a good f riend of Ruben'sa
those f acts weren't mentioned. 
Since he had written his name clearly, wasn't delinquent 
on any of h i s debts , and was Ruben ' s friend , i t was a 1 m®st 
unanimously decided that Elmer would win the trip to Africa. 
No one voted against him, but the vice-president of the loan 
department was still sa busy chewing out his assistant that 
he forgot to vote . 
Ruben is definitely not going to be happy about this, I 
thought as I prepared to go to his office. Looking across 
the lobby, I could see through the plate glass window that 
Ainsworth was alone so I got up to tell him the gruesome 
news. I began the long' walk to his office, secretly hoping 
to be intercepted by an irate customer with a complaint about 
the bank, interest rates or anything but animal welfare, I 
thought we'd already contributed enough for one day. 
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I enUisioned the headlines: "Prairie Trust Feeds 
Christian To Lions" or "Bank Promotion Has Bite In It". It 
was going to be hard explaining this to the press--but even 
harder to explain to Ainsworth. iVot only had a promc~tian 
backffired, one of his wealthy friends had been the main 
course. I had arrived at his door and knocked tentati~~ely. 
"Come on in John," he said, relaxing a little in his 
high-backed chair. The chair reminded me of a throne, and 
Ruben expected to be treated like royalty when he was seated 
in it. Of course he expected to be treated like r~~yalty 
anywhere else too. "(hat's up?" he asked pleasantly. 
"4~e1 1 Ruben, we might have a 1 ittle  bit of a 
pro~b 1 em . . . , " I started out . 
"Like what?" Ruben leaned forward, an intense lock 
coming across h is f ace . He d i s 1 i ked troub 1 e ; and e~ren mare , 
he disliked the bearer of bad news. 
"Remember the guy we sent to Africa on a safari?" 
"ghat do you mean, 'Uo I remember the guy we sent to 
Africa?'" he asked, " Hell yes That 'guy' is my old friend 
Elmer Christian. A lot of people think he's cantankerous, 
but I get a long f i ne w i th h i m. I d i do ' t care for that saf ar i 
idea too much at first but I've gat to admit it's grown on 
me. Especially since ~1mer wan it. He dido't care much fcFr 
the trip at first, said he had entered hoping tc~ win the 
portable T~1, but by the time I got through selling him on the 
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tri~~, he even forgave a twenty dollar golf bet I owed him 
"tie 1 1 , I j ust got a ca 1 1 f rom the Crave 1 agency , " 
T 
continued, "and there's a 'passibility' that he might have 
been eaten by lions.. 
~, 
"Jesus Christ!" Ruben exploded. "I was against this 
safari business from the beginning--eaten by lions. Uon't 
they feed those things over there? didn't they have 
guns . . . I thought on a saf ar i the peop 1 e ~II.dL,~L7 the anima 1 s'. " 
I remained quiet as Ainsworth continued his ranting, 
hoping he'd calm down. 
"This is another mess you've Batten us into. First ~~au 
schedule a customer picnic, buy thousands of hamburgers and 
buns , ' Gonna f eed the who 1 A town ' you c 1 ai m , and i t pc~tirs 
rain. In the middle of a drought ~'aU bring rain. The 
farmers 1 awed .you--a 1 1 we had to show for it was a fe~~ t~~et. 
customers and soggy hamburger bunsi" 
The mention of the picnic brought an irz•~o 1 unt•ary cr~.r-~ge 
from me, but Ruben wasn't through. 
"Then you schedu 1 e a grand opening ce 1 ebrat•i ~:n f ~~r ~~ur 
new drive -up . Gonna give away a X100 sa wrings acco ~.~nt, ar~d 
same officer f rom First National dank wins it# It must ha~~e 
been a record for the shortest savings account in histor~~. 
He opened the account and then immediately took out all the 
maney...Jesus Christi Are you just gonna stand. there or are 
you gonna talk?" 
b~ 
Gulping, I tried to calm him down. "Now Ruben, we dc~r~ 't 
know for sure that he's been eaten," ~ said bravely, even 
though I wasn't convinced, "Ed's checking it out now." 
"That's another thing, booking this trip through that 
dip neighbor of yours. He strands a plane load of people in 
England for two days and we use him anyway!" 
"You make it sound like he was the one flying the plane, 
or it was his lion that ate Christian," I said in defense of 
Ed. 
"It might have been, and he's too cheap to feed iti" 
Ruben was getting off the deep end here. "This bank has 
been in m.y fami l.y for seventy-five years and nothing 1 ike 
this has ever happened before. Dillinger cased this bank; 
was gonna rob it, but figured it was too tougri and went 
somewhere else. 'you--you've done something even Dillinger 
couldn't da, brought embarrassment to the bank. 
"G~e shou 1 do ' t have screwed around with the dray,?ing , 
then that deadbeat Ethington would have been the one eaten. 
If he had creditor ' s insurance we ' d be paid off . ~~Jhy 
didn't we let him stay the winner?" 
Then you'd have had to count your fingers, I thought. 
Personally, I'd trust Ethington more than I would Christian 
from the stories friends had told me about his real estate 
dealings. 
"If that lion did eat Christian, he won't ga hungry for 
~~ 
a long time, 'cause I'm calling that neighbor of :;jour's and 
buying two one-way tickets to Africa for you and him, and 
I ' l 1 have you BOTH f ed to i t . " 
Ruben was really rolling naw, beating his desk in 
frustration . "since ~'oU c~ere trying tc~ save money , and 
insisted that we didn't need to buy insurance an this trip, 
we'll probably get the pants sued off of us. ~s dirty a 
businessman as Elmer was, his wife is even dirtier. 
"Now get outta here--I've gotta call sam to see how much 
we can get sued f or th i s ~ " Sam was A i ns~~orth ' s brother , and 
the bank's attorney. 
I stumbled back to my office in a dame. shy couldn't it 
have been the guy from First Nationol 9 we'd still have to 
explain how someone had been eaten by a lion, but at least 
there'd be a little justice to it. First Naticsnal was 
always beating us in promotions, it'd almost be worth it if 
we cou l d feed one of their officers to the 1 ions o 
Plopping into my chair, I stared at my cluttered desk 
tap and silently reflected on my banking career. I had 
wanted a behflnd--the-scenes j ©b , not the pressures of a 1 cyan 
officer's responsibilities. 
The j ob was perfect f or a new co 1 1 ege grad ~aho had 
majored in f fi nance and marketing . ~ sma 1 1 , fami 1 y ac~ned X05 
million bank, Prairie Trust was really toa small to warrant 
a full -time marketing officer, but they had big p l ans . 
~~ 
The bank took a chance on me, they had never had a 
full-time marketing officer bef are, but since I was fresh 
out of college I came cheap. If we could start getting more 
deposits and loans with my ideas, promotions and bigger 
bucks were in line. Business had been picking up, but when 
word got out we'd become the town's largest exporter of lion 
food. . . . 
Our busy lobby would soon be empty. There were mare 
kids p 1 aging' in front of the aquarium . It 1 o~~ked 1 ike there 
would be more work for me to do this weekend. Every other 
Saturday my marketing ,job includes coming in and cleaning 
the accumulation of stuff out of the aquarium that customers 
throe in. But there was one time when I'd kept Ruben's butt 
out of hot water because I was in charge of the aquarium. 
A couple of months ago I saw him floating a couple of 
bags of fish in the aquarium. since I was in charge of the 
tank I wandered out to see what he was up to. Ruben was 
bent over looking in at the six silver-colored, flashy fish. 
"t~hatta ya got Ruben? " 
"Some silver dollars. I was ,just at a Chamber of 
Commerce stare opening at Pete Reynolds' new pet store and he 
was selling these for three dollars a piece . ~ I tho~_ight they 
sounded pretty neat, you knave--sil9~er dallors in a bank. 
Maybe we could even run same sort of promotion an them. 
They'll look pretty with those twenty-five dollar angel fish 
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cae ' ve got in there . " 
"Ruben those look like piranha," I said. "Are yoga sure 
they're silver dollars?" 
"Yeah, Pete guaranteed 'em." 
"Is he gonna guarantee 'em when some kid gets his 
fingers nipped by one?" 
"You warr.y too much Jahn. " 
"tbJel l , cahat did Pete do before he opened this pet store 9
what sort of experience did he have before got into pets:" 
Ruben thought about it for a minute. "He coos in 
construction, building houses mostly." 
"t~e11 I knoca construction has been a little sln~ around 
here Ruben , but cahy d i d he get out of i t ? " 
"If I remember right some of his houses didn't pass 
inspection, and the cost to fix them up caws too much, he had 
to get out of this business." 
"so nom he's into .fish and pets, huh? I caander how lung 
he'll last in that business." 
Ruben j ust kind of snorted . "ghat ' s so t~Lugh about 
keeping fish? Anybody can do it." Then he let the silver 
dollars loose in the tank and matched them scant iota the 
corner of the tank where they all kind of clustered 
together. 
Edell, they stayed in the earners of the tank or hiding 
behind the racks and p l ants f ar the next f era days . I Baas 
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glad I didn't take Ruben up on his idea of promoting the 
silver dollars, there was nothing to see. 
then I came into the bank the following Saturday morning 
to clean the tank there was still very little to see. Oh 
the "silver dollars" had came out of the corners4 but all 
that was left of the other fish were various body parts 
scattered around the bottom. 
I called Pete Reynolds and told him to get his tail over 
to the bank and see his "silver dollars." He stuttered and 
sputtered a little, and then we both went over tc~ his store 
to get some new fish far the aquarium. 
The fish he carried didn't look all that good but we had 
to get something back in the aquarium. He took back the 
"silver dollars" and when I stopped by the stare the next 
week to buy some medicine for the sick fish he had given the 
bank, he had a display set up with "man--eating" piranha. 
There were six well-fed ex-silver dollars swimming around in 
there . At twenty-five do i l ors a p i ece , the ange l f ish they 
had eaten were more expensive than any meal I had e~Ter 
eaten. 
Qf course Ruben doesn't remember that fiasco I thought. 
Focusing again an my desk top, I located a legal pad and 
started to try to come up with a press release regarding 
Christian's disappearance. clothing came tv mind, ~t Sidds 
hard tv explain when I didn't have all the f acts. 
~8 
It maybe wouldn't hurt to draft a letter of resignation, 
I thought bitterly. I'd be damned if I was gonna give Ruben 
the satisfaction of firing me, much less feed me to the 
1 ions. 
The phone rang. I jumped and snatched the phone off it.s 
cradle and almost shouted, "Prairie Trust. This is John" 
"John ! this is Ed. . . . ,~ 
"ghat have you found out?" 
"There was a mistake," he paused quietly, as I held my 
breath. "I'm not sure what happened yet, but Christian and 
his wife are okay. " 
Re 1 ief f 1 ooded over m.y body 1 i ke a we 1 come shower . ".ire 
you sure?" 
"Yeah. Christian sent the telegram himself. He was mad 
because the lions were on a feeding frenzy and the guides 
wouldn't let them out of the land-carriers to take pictures. 
The telegram I got said, 'Bad trip. Stop. Lions Eating 
Christian Stop.' There was supposed to be a 'Stop' bet~,een 
Eating and Christian. Damn t~estern Union'" 
"Ed, I'm happy to tell you this phone call lost Jou some 
money t " 
"t~hatta ya mean? " 
"~insworth was gonna buy two tickets to have us f ed to 
the lion if your first call had been right. " 
"Really`'" 
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"I ' m sure he ' s fu 1 1 of hot air ----but I wou I dry ' t pus~~ him 
at th~.s moment. ~nywa:~, thanks for the cal 1 , and .for G'~~d' s 
sake get Christian home on time--and alive" 
I sagged back into m~ chair and heaved a contented sigh. 
Even though I'd endured a tongue-lashing f rom Ruben a I 
"probab l fir" wou 1 do ' t 1 ase m.y j ob because o.f this, thanks to 
Ed's last call. (fie surely wouldn't get and negative 
publicity at any rate, because I wasn't going t~~ tell 
anybody anything! 
Ruben I'd better call him and let him know that 
everything is okay. Looking across the lobby, I could see 
he was in conference with his brother. Judging by the scowl 
Ruben had just thrown in my direction, I coL~ld guess what 
they were talking about. 
Dialing "1 e' for the "throne roam", as the employees 
mockingly called Ruben's office, my call was intercepted by 
h i s secretary , G 1 or i a. 
"I'm sorry, Mr. Ainsworth is on the phone at the moment, 
may I take a message?" she answered raboticall~~. 
~n the phone? He had j ust been to 1 king to Sam . LoGkirZg 
across the lobby I could see Sam still in the office9 and 
Gloria had been right, Ruben was an the phone. 
"G 1 or i a , th i s ~. s Jahn , to 1 1 Ruben to ca 1 l me r i ght as1,~a~r , " 
I said. 
„But he's with Sam...." 
~o 
"I know who he's with," I interrupted impatientl~~. 
"That's ghat I'm calling about. Tell him I've got an answer 
to the problem. " 
The line dent dead as Gloria hung up. watching dram 
across the lobby I could see Ruben talking adamantly an the 
phone, occasionally covering the mouthpiece to confer with 
Sam. 
then he hung up, Gloria immediately started trying to 
call him. Ruben attempted to ignore his ringing phone; then 
glared at the phone, as if his imperial stare would stop the 
ringing. 
Finally he picked up the phone, and in a matter o£' 
seconds the phone came alive in my hand as Ruben's roar c►~, 
"~iow what do y.ou want? This had better be good!" assaulted 
my ear. 
"It is," I yelled back. "Ed just called and Christian is 
okay--there was ,just a mix-up on the telegram.' 9 
"You're kidding me," Ruben moaned, "Just a second.... 
I could see him coy.°er the mouth piece o~ the phone and talk 
to Sam. Something wasn't right, I thought that Ruben would 
sound a little happier about the min-up. The way Sam slumped 
in his seat showed he shared Ruben's sentiments. 
...and so we don't have to worry." I could hear Ruben 
saying mockingly, as he uncovered the phone's mouth piece. 
"John, you're sure about your news?" he asked. 
"ah, Christian might be mad because he couldn't get out 
and rub elbows with the lions, but other than that he's 
fine. " 
"Damn#" Ruben muttered. This definitely was not the 
reaction I had expected. 
"that's gang?" 
"You'd better come to my office Jahn9 we've got a little 
problem. " 
Puzzled, I gat up from my desk and hurried across the 
lobby towards Ruben's office. I was interrupted by one of 
our to 1 1 er ' s ha 1 f --way across the 1 abby . 
"John, Mrs. Fax has a X100,000 check from Sam Ainsworth 
she'd like to have cashed." tonderful, I thought, when I 
wanted an interruption I couldn't get ane. how when I'm in 
a hurry I get employees who can't figure out anything. 
"~Jhat's wrong Sue?" I impatiently asked the teller. 
"Sam's good far it, hell; he's Ruben's brother" I could see 
Ruben glaring at us out of his open office Boar. ~~hen my 
eyes met his, he beckoned me impatiently. 
"tie 1 1 , actua 1 ly he doesn ' t have enough in this chec~~ing 
account to cover a check this large.... ~, 
" I ' m sure he p l ans an transferring some f ands from ~~ne 
of his other accounts. Couldn't you handle it? As you can 
to l l f rom Ruben ' ,S red g l are I' m l ate f or a meeting ~~ i th h i m 
and Sam right now." 
~~ 
"Maybe," sue said meekly, "but I need an officer's 
approval on any checks this large, even if it is the bank 
president's brother." 
I took the check from sue ' s hand , but d i do ' t 1 cook at ~. t~ . 
Taking a pen .from my pocket, I quick 1 y initi a 1 ed I~rs . Fo~~ ' s 
check . " I ' m sorry , I know `you ' re .just doing your j ctb . I ' m 
kind of pre-occupied," I said, handing the check back to sue, 
wha gave me a curious look as she walked back to the 
customer. 
Crossing the rest of the lobby unmolested, I was quickly 
escorted into Ruben's office. 
"Hi sam...." 
"Humph" 
"Cut the he 1 10 ' s, " Ruben interrupted impatient ? Y . "t~z°e 
you sure about Elmer's accident?" 
"There wasn't any accident," I said, "unless you consider 
t~estern Union ' s mess--up an accident . Christian ' s fine . " 
"That's what I was afraid af," Ruben muttered. Sam was 
muttering under his breath a 1 so, but I ca'a 1 do ' t make out ~.~hat 
he was saying. 
"G~hat's the problem? " 
"hell, Sam's in a partnership with Flmer in the real 
estate office. kith the economy here in Gruver nc~t going tao 
goad, they've been takin,a' same heavy losses on the properties 
they own . " Ruben was interrupted by a 1 ow moan f rcFm yam . 
~~ 
He waited for Sam to grow silent, then continued. "If Elmer 
had been eaten in Africa, their insurance would have bailed 
him out; now they're back in the hole again." 
"I'm sorry to hear that Sam," I said, looking aver at 
his slumped farm. My sympathies were dismissed by a pitiful 
gave of h is hand . 
"Is there any way that dip neighbor of yours could feed 
Elmer to the lions?" Ruben wondered out laud. 
"Just a minute," I said, breaking into his reflection. 
"A little while ago, you were talking about sending Ed and me 
over to Africa if Christian had been eaten--now you want 
your f r i end to get  eaten ! ghat g i °yes ? " 
"Sam is family, E 1 mer ' s your basic s 1 im.y wease 1 , " Ruben 
rationalized, "cheats at golf too±" he muttered under his 
breath . 
"It looks like Sam is gonna get stuck with a loss, but 
at least we aren't gonna get stuck far much of it," Ruben 
paused, then seemed to brighten a little as he thought a~at. 
1 and to himse 1 f . "A 1 1 of his 1 oarzs are at First ~Iat iun•a 1 
Bank , " he C3Ck ~ ed g 1 eef u 1 l .y , "~ i nce he ' s f am i 1 ~1r yam c~.n ' t. get 
loans here'. 
"I<tat a lot of people knew that Sam was in a partnership 
with E 1 mer . I knew it, and the First I~latiana 1 Bank kr~e~, it . 
I didn ' t know he ~~as 1 asing so much money though , he ' s d 1 ~r~.~.:y-s 
been k i nd of c 1 ase--mouthed about business . The 1 as t. t i me I 
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talked to him about it he was even talking about buying some 
of old Druscila Fax's propert~r, but I think I talked him out 
of it. " 
Ruben looked as happy as a flea in a kennel. Sam 
squirmed uncomfortably in his seat, and I was jolted into 
reality at the mention of firs. Fox. I shot a glance out at 
the lobby, ,just in time to see Druscila's old mink coat 
disappear out the f rout Boar . I I coked at S'am again bL~t he 
just stared at the carpet and remained silent. I began to 
get the feeling I wasn't out of hot water yet. 
"I might have a suggestion that can help Sam out," 
said nerti•ous 1 y, g 1 ancing at Sam out of the corner of m:~ eve. 
"i~hat's that?" the ~inswarth boys answered in unison, 
Sam eagerly, Ruben in a contented •voice. 
"Ed Gans tel 1 ing me that his boss at the home off ice just 
came into a lot of money and ~~aas talking about getting irztc► 
real estate. He probably wouldn't be interested in beautiful 
dawntos,~~n Gruver , but it ' s worth a shat . " 
Sam was already heading out of Ruben's ~daor as I finished 
the sentence. "See va later!" he shouted back to us. 
Ruben wandered back to his chair and leaned back 
contented 1y . " I t ' s been quite an of ternaan , hasn ' t i t .Jahn ? 
We gc~t E 1 mer back f ram the 1 ions , and maybe sa~•ed Sam f ram 
same trouble too. Even if he does end up going belly-ttp, 
First h~ationa 1 wi 1 1 be ho 1 ding the bag , ThEy, won ' t ma~:e an;~ 
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public noise about yam having trouble, because we have same 
of their officer's loans and same of them are having 
problems, we'd just 'have to' let that slip, so everything is 
1 oak ing pretty  good . Sohn , you did a f ine j  ob a why not 
take the rest of the day off?" 
"Ruben--the way my nerves feel, I think I'll take sou up 
an that." Glancing at my watch, I saw it was already ~:~a 
i n the of ternaon ; b i g deal , I normal 1 y 1 eft at ~ : ~ '~~ anyway . 
Ruben thought he was doing me a big f avor, sort of like 
handing me a man-hole cover with Thomas ~effersc~n's portrait. 
on it. Actually he was doing me a favor, if something was 
wrong with dam's accounts I wanted to be out of the way. 
"Thanks." 
Lea~•ing Ruben ' s off ice , I paused to ref 1 ect on the day . 
Although I probably wasn't going to get a ra~.se for the 
day's activities, I had at least calmed Ainsworth's fear of 
a lawsuit, and we had avoided any negative publicity. 
Somewhere in Africa there were some hungry lions that. were 
going to have to look elsewhere for their newt meal, because 
I wasn ' t going . I ' d sacrificed enough of my f 1 esh in 
Ruben's butt-chewing. 
I figured I deserved the rest of the day off. I'd ga 
home and wank o.ff my frustrations in my awn domestic 
jungle--my garden. There were na lions there; bees, 
gophers , an occas i ana 1 snake maybe--beat na 1 i cans . I 1 i ke i t 
?6~ 
that wad . 
Walking out of m~ office, I saw Sue coming out of Ruben's 
office, she was in tears. Smoke was rolling out of Ruben's 
ears as he falloc~ed her out and stormed across the 1obb~ in 
the direction of my office . I s i 1 ent 1y returned to m~ office 
and picked up the phone; ma~rbe it warn ' t too 1 at.e tc~ beak a 
f 1 fi ght to Africa ---I ' m sure that the 1 ions would be gentler. 
~~ 
I'LL TRADE YOU A MICKEY MANTLE 
My dog eats .j i gsaw puzz 1 es . ~1e 1 1 . . . 9 not the whole 
puzzle, just a piece or two, so when you get to the end of 
the puzzle there is always a piece or two missing, you know 
haw that is? Mom and Dad have looked all over f ar those 
pieces and never found them. 
tie were watching "Funky Brewster" a few weeks ago and 
her dog was helping her f other put together a puzzle. Dad 
figures that our dog Miles is just the opposite. He says 
Miles is too dumb to know where the pieces of the puzzle go 
so he gets mad and eats them . "G~atch out .fc~r ~-i igsaw f arts { " 
he told us. I don't know what they'd smell like, but it 
sure sounded f unny . 
Me and my little brother Paul like to help Mam and Dad 
put the puzzles together. I get a few right sometimes, but 
since Paul isn't even three years old he doesn't get many 
right--he's better than Miles though. Since I'm in the 
second grade I've put together a lot of puzzles, but Mam and 
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Dad's have thousands of pieces, sa they':re real hard. 
Mom and Dad don't let us help them with the puzzles too 
often. Dad says we have our awn puzzles and games and they 
don't play with ours, so we shouldn't expect to play with 
their things. He says we're supposed to share things, but 
sometimes he doesn't. 
My dad is a v ice -president for a bank i n Des Igo i nes . 
~ 1 1 of my friend ' s say we have a 1 of of ~.noney; Dad .~ List 
complains that he doesn't make enough. I don't understand, 
all of our stuff seems pretty nice. He says the only 
people wha make money in a bank are people wha own a bank. 
Whenever he tell s h i n f r i end ' s that , the;~ a l l 1 augh , I don ' t 
knew why, but since they laugh, I laugh ~~ao. 
Once I asked Dad i.f we were really poor. He said not 
really. Then I asked him how came he always told people 
that he never made ena~agh money. I said that some k~.ds at 
my school had parents who didn't work at all, and sometimes 
when I'd go to their house's they nevertalked about not 
hawing enough money. one of my friend's dad said he had to 
deal with my Dad, but then he wouldn't stay anything more. 
Ever since then, Dad doesn't complai:r~ about not making a 
lot of money. He still wishes sometimes that we had more 
money, but he never complains about not having any money. 
Dad is always trying to tell f unny s~taries, and 
sometimes he really does. Dad used to tell people about. 
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when I was a baby and my Aunt Kathy was trying to change m;~r 
diaper and I started to pee "dust like a fountain," Dad 
wou 1 d say , "a 1 1 over Aunt Kathy . " 
I~taw that Paul is around Dad usually only tells stories 
about Paul; like how when Miles was a puppy, Paul was 
chasing him around and then Miles tried to slip through the 
bars a.f the playpen and got stuck. Dad says it was real 
funny watching Miles' legs scrambling awa..y but not going 
anywhere . I guess that sounds f unny , I don ' t know , I was 
outside when it happened. 
~Jhen the weather's nice I like to play in our backyard. 
tie have a playhouse that is shaped like a big "A", with a 
couple of windows in it and some boxes to hold our toys. 
There's a sandbox in front of the playhouse, and between the 
sandbox and bushes is my "fort". Dad got a big lawn mower 
th i s summer , one he can r i de , and when he wanted to thro~,~ 
away the box I took it in the backyard and made it into my 
fort ; i t ' s more f un than the p l ayhouse . 
Dad got mad. "ghat the hell does he need that for?" Dad 
asked Mom. "He's got that playhouse out there he ne~fer 
uses. That are the neighbors going to say?" 
Mom protected me. "I'm sure the nei~'hbors could c:~re 
less", she said. "Most of them have kids themselves, and 
you 1{nova hoc„x kids are . 'you burr them an e~~pensi~~e tc~~fr :end. 
they ' d rather p lay w i th the box . I t ~,~ i l l r-~ i n pre t t~~' sctc r1, 
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the box will fall apart , and he ' l l f ar~'et about i t . " 
(dell it hasn't rained much, and when it has the bushes 
have kept a 1 of of the rain off my f cart , sa i t ' s st i 1 ~. i ~~ 
gaud shape. I'ue cut a couple of windows in it and colored 
it with my crayon's, so it looks like a real fort. 
I was playing in the fort with my toy gun, shooting at 
Paul, who was playing ~.n the sandbox. I'd shat him so many 
times that he wasn't listening to me anymore and kept 
playing with his cars in the sandbox. Dad stuck his head 
out the patio door and yelled, "Dana, do you want t•u go tc~ 
the mall with me?" 
"Yeah, " I ye l 1 ed back . "~~ait a second . " 
Paul started screaming he wanted to go too, but Dad said 
he had to stay home with Mom. "It's not fair, Dana always 
goes with Daddy, " he said to Mom. 
"That's okay Paul," Mom was saying tc~ hiM as D.~d and I 
walked out the door, "I was just getting read~1t to bake sa}~e 
cookies and you ►man help help me out by being my t -`~ff icial 
taste tester." If' there's one thing that'll usually quiet 
Paul down it's eating cookies. 
"that's out to the mall Dad?" I asked. 
"They're hamming a collector's show," Dad said. "r 
thought you might like to go along and see how your 'olt~ 
man' buys those coins in our collection's." 
Dad is real neat about collecting things. He's 
~1 
collected coins for years, and dust started callertirsg 
stamps in the 1 ast coup 1 e of years . Ddd has s tamed 
ca 1 1 acting coins for me and Fau 1 , see each ha w~A three coin 
proof sets from the year we were born in Dad' s off ice saf e 
in the basement. 
I ' d 1 i ke to see therrl more of tern , but Dad says i t ' s safer 
to keep them locked up. He says he paid ~S.~U far my sets, 
gat ' em cheap he says , and now they ' re worth a l most ~~~ . ~Ji`.; . 
Dad says by the time I'm~ a1d enough to appreciate them 
they'll be worth a lot more. 
Dads doesn't want me to talk about the proof sets or our 
other coins because he ~.aesn't want a lot of.people to 
know we Go 1 1 act ' em . "T'imes are tough 9 
99 he says 9 
99 and 
if 
someone knew we keep coin collections here they might be 
tempted to break in." I guess that makes sense, but I still 
wish I cau 1 d shod my co 1 1 action ' s to some of my .friend ' s . 
I like to da all kinds of things besides collect coins. 
Most of all I like to play baseball. My little league 
coach, Mr . Ha 1 1 , says that I ' m the best p 1 ayer on our team 
and I a 1 ways try rea 1 hard , ' cause I jaant to p 1 a~. for the 
Chicago ~~ubs--the,y're my favorite team---when I grow up. 
I p lay i n the i of fi e l d, usua l l y at shortstop a and Mr . 
Hal l really l ikes me out there cause I ' m about the can 1.y' one 
of our guy ' s caha can pick up a ground ba 1 1 . I ha ~~e a rea 1 
good arm for throwing the ball too, but sometimes I thrc~~,~ 
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real wild. Dad says he'd like to sit behind the first 
baseman to see if he cax-~ find out ghat I ' m doing wrong, but 
then he laughs and says he'd be too worried about getting 
hit with one of my thro~,~s to watch for what I was doing 
wrong. 
Dad comes to all my little league games and watches me 
play. He s ays that his parent's could never came and watch 
him or his older brother Andy play and he doesn't cunt me to 
go through the same thing. 
Dad really likes baseball, he played shortstop on his 
college baseball team. since I play shortstop too, he's 
always giving' me advice on how I can play better. even 
though Mr . Ha 1 1 thinks 3: p 1 ay pretty good 9 Dad can a 1 ways 
find something I can do better. I guess I'm pretty lucky 
Dad can f ind my mistakes, ' cause I rea 1 l,y wanner get better . 
He says it hurts him to watch me throw sa wi1d 4 he keeps 
telling me what I'm doing wrong, but I'm .dust having troutle 
figuring i t out . I w isr► he ' d p 1 ay catch w i th me mere t~f ten 
like he says grandpa used to da with him and Andy. Maybe if 
we practiced together I'd figure cut my mistakes, but when 
he gets home from the bank it's late, ar he wants to work on 
our collections. I'm pretty lucky, 'cause at least he 
always makes my games. 
sometimes Dad takes me to Iowa Cub games. It's not t•he 
same as watching the reap 1 Cub ' s , but i t ' s c I ose . Gc►~hen ~ ust 
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the two of us go we sit by the bullpen so we can listen to 
the players talk--they don't always talk about baseball you 
know. 
sometimes, after hearing what they are talking about, 
Dad makes us move way back in the bleachers. But sometimes 
we even get to talk to some of the players, and once I even 
played catch with one of them. I always take my glove to the 
games in case I can catch a foul ball, and the player even 
let me keep the ball when we were done. Dad had him sign the 
ball, and now he keeps it in our safe. He says I have enough 
baseballs already, and someday the guy might be f amaus and 
I'll be able to tell my kids about how I played catch with 
him. 
Dad says the reason he likes to sit by the bullpen is 
that the players are so much mare informal. He says it 
reminds him of when he was younger and playing ball with 
Andy . 
They only gat to play high school ball together for twc► 
years. Dad says that he was always the better player, but 
Andy was pretty good too, and a "real hustler", like P►~te 
Rose. They really got close those two spears Dad said, he 
hopes Paul and I can be that close. "Being brothers is one 
thing," Dad said, "but when your brother is one of your 
closest friend's you're really lucky." 
Andy s~asn't a goad enough ball player tC get a college 
scho 1 arship, so he decidf~d to ,j ain the Army . He had to go 
to ~ i etnam and j ust bef o:re he was scheduled to come home , he 
gat killed. 
Dad did get a scholarship to college, and even though he 
says he was pretty good lie wasn't good enough to play pro 
ball. Sometimes when Dac3 is telling me the stories at the 
ball park he starts to look aff in the distance and starts 
saying, "ghat I ' d give tc~ .j ust wa 1 k on that f ie 1 d, Pau 1 
would've been so proud.. ..  ,~ 
I guess I've started to babble; that's what Dad sags. 
He says I talk so much I start to babble and no one can 
understand ghat I ' m to 1 k ing about; anyway, I was to 1 1 ing ,-yc~u 
about how we were going to the collector's show. 
then we gat to the m<311 we just started walking around, 
looking at all the different things people collect. There 
were people selling coins, stamps, old dishes, almost 
anything you can think of. One guy was selling comic books, 
and when I picked one up to look at it he yelled at me. I 
gat scared and went to tell Dad about it so he'd gu tell the 
g'uy off ; but Dad ye 1 1 ed at me too . 99 Don ' t touch anythi~zg ~ " 
he said. "If you break anything here it will cost me a 
fortune . " 
After the cam i c books , ~~e f aund a guy se 1 1 i ng based►a 1 1 
cards. Dad started to dig through a .lax, mumbling names to 
8~ 
himself, so I walked to the other end of the table and 
looked at some cards in a glass case. They Caere neat 
pictures, but I didn't know who they were. Pretty sc~vn the 
man behind the table saw me and tried to talk to me. 
"Hi there little man! What's your namery" 
I didn't say anything. ~'iom and Dad have warned me 
about talking tv strangers. 
"Dana r Tel 1 the man your name ~ " Dad said to me, lc<<~ki~~g 
up from the cards he was digging through. 
"Dana," I said quietly, a little mixed-up; after all, 
the man was a stranger. 
"Da yc~u play baseball?" the man asked. 
"Uh--huh . " 
"You play very good?" 
"I guess okay. " 
"He ' s probably the best p 1 aver on the team, " Dad said . 
I started to fee 1 my face get warm . 
"You ever hit an.y home runs :~ " the man as~:ed . 
"sometimes.... ~, 
"He usua 1 l .y has at 1 east one a game, " Dad said. I 
started to get warm again. I really don't like to talk 
about myself, or hear other people brag about me. Dad 
starts to da that sometimes, and it's real embarrassing. 
"tie 1 1 , I ' ve got a gift for a big home r~.~n hitter , " the 
man said, handing me ..~ t~hicaga Cis{b ' s schedu 1 e with his name , 
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on i t . "Remember me <<~hen y~~u get• to the big 1 eagues . " 
"Thank tau sir. " 
"day, am I reading these prices right? " Dad irZterrupted . 
If I ever do that I get: che~.~ed out. 
"ghat ones?" the man asked. 
"This Mickey Mant 1 e  , i t says $~,0~ , and Henz~y Aaror: f or- 
$l~i~. Those must be cocle numbers right`?" 
"Those are the right; prices, " the ma~~ said, "and the ~r gc' 
up every month. " 
Dad seemed to be thinking . "I think -,~e rn.ight ha:~e Nome 
of those at Mom ' s . Andy and I used to take ~ l c~thesp i ns and 
clip them to our bikes so wher~ the sp{_.,kes. hit t•hcm cur ~~i~.es 
woo 1 d sound 1 ike m©torcyc 1 es +" 
That sounded 1 ike fun . I wished that I cau 1 d ha~,Te seer~~ 
Dad and his brother doing that . Dad dc~esn ' t da •a 1 c~ t ~:f fun 
things 1 ike that anymore, being so busy at s,~or~~ al 1 the 
time . Maybe i f Windy hadn ' t been killed i n the mar t•h i rzg s 
would be different. I hope nothing ever happens to me ar 
Paul--I wouldn't want us to be sad like Dad gets sometimes. 
"They aren't going to be worth much then, " tine man said, 
waking me up. 
"~'eah, but we had 1 ots of them , " Dad said . He sc►ended 
real excited. "Came on Dana, we're going to Grandma's." 
Grandma ' s house isn ' t tcfo far f ram the ma 1 1 , and she ~,~ as 
rea 1 happy ~~hen we stopped . Dad told her ghat he was 
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1 oak ing f or , some of randy ' s o 1 d boxes . Grandma tha ug ht 
they were in the attic. I wanted to go along and help him a
but their wouldn't let me. Dad went to look far the boxes, 
and Grandma got me some milk and cookies, and brought the T~' 
into the kitchen so we could watch cartoons. If I couldn't 
help Dad I had the next best thing, Grandma makes great 
chocolate chip cookies. 
"Mom , I can ' t f ind them ~ " Dad called dawn .f rom the 
attic. 
then Grandma went upstairs to help him lank I went 
along. I don't get too many chances to look ara~.and in 
Grandma's attic, so I always like to ga up there when y get 
a chance. Dad was sitting on a box surrounded by a bunch of 
open boxes and wearing an old baseball glove ~~n his hand. 
"Look in the box you're sitting on, laz.y~" Grandma told 
Dad . 
Dad ~~umped up and looked at the box he had been sitting 
on. He reached down to take the lid off, but it was tc~o 
hard to do with the baseball glo•~re on. The box was taped 
shut, so Dad took off the glo~re and tossed it to me sa he 
could dig in his packet for a knit'e. 
Dad looked inside the box after he had cut the tape and 
taken the lid off. "Found them," he said excitedly, taking 
out an old blue box, and opening its lid. 
"Can I see them Dad?" I asked. 
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"Okay . . .but you ' ve got to be caref u 1 . „ 
" I w i i l," I promised as I took the l i d of f tale box and 
looked in at the brightly colored cards, ali of them with 
names I hadn't heard before. why would people want to spend. 
so much money on these? 
"ghat are you going to do with these, Steve" Grandma 
asked Dad. 
"Sell them; they're worth a fortune," Dad said getting 
real excited. 
"Do you think that's what Andy would have wanted?" 
"Andy's not here anymore ~Iom. He died defending some 
no-name hill in the mildle of the .jungle, and I really don't 
think he would care if he were still around," Dad didn't 
sound as excited as he had earlier q and he looked around 
until he found the old baseball glove. He put it on and 
started beating the pocket with his fist, the whole time he 
stared at the shoe box. 
"Your children never. gat to meet Andy. All they ~~now of 
him is a few pictures, and-our memories. ~e were all hurt 
when he was killed in ~lietnam, but your children shouldn't 
have to suffer f or h i s death , " Grandma stopped f or a rn i nuts 
and looked at Dad---~~ust looked at him staring at th.e blue 
shoe box . 
"Those cards belonged to Andy and he always seemed to 
enjoy them. mowing the type of person Andy was I thirl~~ i2e 
~~ 
would have wanted your children, his nephews, to ha~•e those 
cards; and not to keep in your safe either. '~' ,~u don' t need 
the money that bad." 
Grandma walked down the stairs and into her bedroom. 
Dad picked up the shaebox! and he and I followed her 
downstairs. ~e found her looking out her bedroom window, 
she was holding a picture of Andy ? I think Dad told me once 
that it was Andy's high school graduation picture. 
"Andy didn't die on a no-name hill, it was hill number 
$~9 outside of the Sohn," Grandma said to Dad without 
looking around, "you know that. 
"Seeing that shoe box brought back so many memories. 
Andy always bought his baseball shoes from Penney's, and 
every year he'd put his baseball card's in the new shoe box. 
You always had to buy your shoe's from the sporting goods 
store; Penney's was never good enough for you. 
"You ended up giving your baseball card's to the little 
brother of some girl you were trying to impress and. she 
turned around and dumped you. Yet you want to take yGur 
brother's cards and sell them---about the only legac:~ he could 
leave to your children." 
Grandma stared at Dad for a few seconds, and then started 
to to l k again . "Your f other and I were so proud of you . 
Andy used to to 1 1 me how proud he was of you---starting on t he- 
baseb a 1 1 team when ~,rou were .~ ust a f reshman . HA had to 
go 
struggle so hard to even be a part-time starter by his 
junior year. He knee he caws never very goad; but he loved 
baseba 1 1 . " 
Dad was quiet for a minute after Grandma f fi nished 
talking. "I'm sorry Mom, I didn't mean to stir up painful 
memories for you. But if I sell these cards we could use 
the money to help send the boys to college. I'm sure ~ndtf 
would've liked that." 
"It's up to you what you do with the cards, Steve," 
Grandma said to Dad, "but just think about what I've said." 
"I'll think about it Mom," L7ad said. He didn't sound as 
excited as he had been earlier. 
Dad was quiet on the way home. I asked him if he was 
going to show the cards to Mom and Paul. "Maybe," he 
mumbled. I wanted to look at some more of the cards, but I 
didn't want to bather Dad again by asking him if I could. 
After we got home I had to chase Pau 1 o~_it of my f girt 
when I got back to the back Yard, and he went cr~~ing into 
the house f or Mom . I f i gored she woo 1 d come after me i n a 
couple of minutes so I ran into the playhGuse to hide behind 
one of my toyboxes . 
Hiding behind the toybox, I f ound the band-aid can 
where I h i d the m iss i ng puz~, l e p i eces . I h ated to t. a~~e 
them, but I figured someday I woo 1 d f fi nd them b;~ "~.cc ident" . 
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It would be nice to be thought of as a herca. In the 
meantime, I'd let them think Miles was eating them; the~Y~ 
thought that was funny anywa~~ . 
"Dana," Dad was hollering from the garage. Dad? 
Chasing Paul out of my fort shCu l do ' t ha~~e been enough 
traub 1 e to get Dad into this . :-~amet i~r;es Mo r~ ~~r ~r~ ' t eta erg 
bother me far chasing Paul around. I peeked out of the 
pla.yhause window to get a better look at him. 
He d i do ' t 1 cook mad . "Dana , " Dad ca 1 1 ed , "come an i n 
here , I ' ve got something I cunt to show ~rau . " 
I figured that sounded safe enough , sc~ I tossed the 
band--aid can into a toy box and ran into the garage. 
"Look at where .you 1 of t your bike , " he said to me wheri 
I came into the garage. 
My bike was sitting in front of the door going ir~tc~ the 
kitchen f ram the garage . I ' d left enough room tc~ gat i n :end 
out--~~ou might have to squeeze by a little--but there ~~as 
enough roam to get by . " I t 1 ~`~aks okay , " I sa i ~~. . 
"Dan ' t tr~~ to be cute . `~ ou know our bikes gu o~•er ~ ~:f 
the backyard doeEr . I don ' t cunt to ha*.~ e' to to ~. 1 x ul~l ag:~. r7 , " 
Dad didn ' t sound like he was rea 1 mad , he sounded more 1 i~`e 
he was thinking about something else. 
I ma~•ed my bike o~,•er with the others by the back,-~:~rd 
door . "I ~~ish c~ae cc, u l d take same of these ~c:~rds from 
Gran dma ' s and put them vn ~~ur b iy;.e ' s 3T7d ridedr ound ? i k_e 
~~ 
you and .~ndy used to. " 
„ghat cards?" Mom asked. the had came into the garage 
to empty the garbage. 
"tie f aund some o 1 d baseba 1 1 cards at Grandma ' s arZd Dad 
and Andy used to put them on their bikes to make them sound 
1 ike motorc.yc 1 es . " 
"Dana, if you don ' t mind, I ' l l tell your Mom about it. " 
Dad and Mom walked into the house, and I followed them 
in. When I gat in the kitchen I found one of Miles' rubber 
balls and started bouncing it. 
"Dana , I ' m trying to to 1 k to your Mom , p 1 ease  st~c~p 
bouncing that ball." 
Miles had heard the ball bouncing and started barking 
from the living room so I threw it in there for him. 
"Don't throw the ball in the house." 
"Dut Dad, you told me to stop bouncing it.... 
"You know betters rdow get in that living roam ar~d 
behave yGurself." 
"~o you found some good old cards at your Mom's:" Mom 
asked . 
"Yeah . . . a whole box f u 1 1 , I put them aver on the 
counter. Go ahead and take a look at them." I could see 
Mom ~o over to the counter and take the shaebox lid off. 
"There ' s a 1 of of f ami 1 i ar names in here , " Mam sa~.d 
after a few minutes . ~ he 1 coked u p at Dad , "G~h at dc~ you 
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plan to do with them?" 
"fie 1 1 ' em ; despite what Mom says . " 
"ghat does she think you should do with them?" 
"Let the boys play with them. Can you believe that? 
God, they'd destroy those cards," Dad said. "Andy worked 
hard to save those cards, it'd hurt him to know that I had 
given his cards to our kids to play with." 
"I don't know," Mom said. "From what I knew of him, and 
what you've told me about him, I think he'd be more upset 
about .your selling the cards to strangers. I go along with 
your mom, members of his own f amily should get to use them, 
and our boys are his only nephews." 
"Great ! I ' m in this by myself , " Dad sounded upset, but 
also a little sad. 
"Look, I don't want you to think I'm ganging up on ~*ou," 
Mom said. "I never gat to know Andy that well before he 
went to Vietnam, and that was before we started. dating. T l 
saw him around school, but all I really knew about him was 
that he was your older brother. Like I said, from everything 
I've ever heard about him, Andy would want the boys to have 
those cards to play with." 
Dad was real quiet, staring out the kitchen window at the 
backyard, then he picked up the box of cards and headed to 
his office downstairs. Dad spent the rest of the night 
in the basement, working on our collections he said. Qnce, 
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when I looked in his door, he was sitting at his desk with 
the old ball glove from Grandma's attic on his hand and was 
looking at Andy's cards scattered all over his desk. He ~~as 
still down there when me and Paul went to bed. 
The next day was Sunday and when we got back from church 
Mam made me and Pau l change our c l othes before we co~.z l d, go 
out and play. Dad had gone back downstairs and was closed 
up in his office again. 
It was a nice day outside, but it didn't seem very nice 
if Dad wasn't feeling happy. I went to the playhouse and 
dug in a toybox for a truck to play with in the sandbox. 
then I pulled the truck out, the band-aid box with the 
puzzle pieces was in the back of it. 
I took the box and ran into the house and down to Dad's 
office. "Dad, I found where Miles has been hiding the puzzle 
pieces," I said, holding up the band-aid can and pa wring the 
pieces onto his desk. 
Dad looked at the can and smiled at me, "I didn't even 
know i~iles used band-aids," he said. "I guess he's smarter 
than we give him credit far. Thanks for findir~g the pieces 
and bringing them in Dana." 
"You're welcome Dad. I hope they make you happier," I 
said as I went back out to the yard. 
I hadn't been back outside far too long c~hen I heard Dad 
ca 1 1 f o r me . He sm i 1 ed ~~hen he saw me came out of t he 
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p 1 ayhouse ~ and turned back int~~ the garage, ~~ati-ing hi.~ arm 
far me to follow him. 
"How do tau like it?" he asked 4 when I walked intr the 
garage. 
His bike and mine E~ere in the mild 1 e of the ~ara~e ~f zth 
And~~'s old baseball cards stuck all over the wheel's smith 
clothes pins. "Let's go for a ride, " dad said, gett~.ng cn 
his bike and watching me run to get on mine, "prr_~bab 1 ~~ t~~e 
most expensive bike ride of our lives...," but he was 
smiling. 
a~ 
RE~iIIVISCENCE r~T SI~TI'-FIDE MILES A~1 HGUR 
That old familiar feeling of dread leaped into ~1 
Carson's heart as his car began to descend the hill. His 
eyes taak in the view ahead, but his brain tried to con~Y*ince 
his eyes that they were seeing a mirage. 
It didn ' t work . There was a state trooper at the bcittcs~n 
of the h ill , red l i gh is f 1 ash i n g . The trooper was s i tt i rzg 
pea~cef u l l .y behind the whee 1, watching h is l atest ~,~ i ct i m pu l l 
onto the road and slowly drive away. 
"Why did I have to be dGing sixty-five's " .~ 1 wandered 
aloud. The loan officer meeting in Iowa City wasn't that. 
important , and he rea l l y had p l ent•y of time . He j ust 
couldn't help speeding. 
Al wandered why caps were always around when :you didn't 
need them. He was coming dawn a hill: he couldn't simply 
1 et up on the gas . To s 1 ow his car wick l .y, he ' d have to 
hit the brakes, causing the hood to dip--a sure sign to the 
trooper that he was speeding. 
~~ 
Al shut off his cruise control by tapping the brakes 
with his right foot and letting off' the gas . I t probab 1 yT 
wouldn't work, but he .figured it would be more subtle than 
slamming an the brakes. 
Flashing lights alcaays tarred Al 's memory back to the 
dsy in the third grade ~,~hen he had had his first encc~unter 
with the police. 
He had been p 1 ay i ng baseba 1 1 an the p 1 azlgra~and dur ~ rlg 
recess. Al had ,just hit a fly ball that cleared the chain 
link fence. Everybody paused tc~ see if the nuns had seen the 
hit . The nuns c~au 1 d ca 1 1 a ba 1 1 hit over the fence an out , 
but if it went unseen by b 1 ac~r-shrouded eyes the b o.yrs ;.~~~u 1 f~ 
call it a home run. Once it ~:~as evident the hit had game 
unseen, the boys started to cheer it. 
As their heads turned to ~►~atch the ba 1 1 s dest i n at ~. ~~n , the 
cheers quick 1 y died in their triraats . The ba 1 1 ~.aas headed 
direct 1 y f car the town police car . It ~.~as parked can the clthe~~ 
side of the fence where, Old Man Hackett had pu 1 1 ed ~~~,~er a 
speeder, ~~hi 1 e the red 1 fi ght f 1 ached an tap of the car . The 
crash of the ball breaking the back passenger s~aindas~►~ echoed 
aver the suddenly quiet playground. 
Old Man Hackett! Al realized he was really in fc►r it 4
anybody but Hackett'. A few weeks before Al and his neighbor, 
Johnny Dyers, had been hunting far sparros.~5 ~•~li th their ~•~~ 
g~..in ' s by Hackett ' s house and he had warned them not tc~ shoc~ t~ 
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their gun's in the c~fity l imuts. 
Of course . the ~ r1 u do ' t pay any attention to h u n~ and tr;e 
next afternoon Johnny had shot at a sparrow and missed--but 
he did succeed in putting a hole and a large crack in one 
of Old Man Hackett's garage windows. 
Johnny was tr,~orried that E~~hen Old Man Hackett found the 
broken window he would remember that they had been shcati~zg 
their guns around the neighborhood the day before and f ig~_~r e 
out they were the ones who broke the window. 
Al hated to see his friend caorried so he said he' ~. fi.: 
it. Motioning Johnny to follow him, Al began to wea~~e his 
way through the tall corn in the fueld behind 01d Ilan 
Hackett's house. Behind the garage, Al picked up a large 
lump of dirt and explained his plan to Jahnn~yp. 
He'd break the window with the dirt clod so Old ~~~an 
Hackett couldn't tell the window had been shot, and they'r:~ 
run 1 li ke he 1 1 . The c 1 od wo~_i 1 d break up so Hackett cc~~.~ 1 ~  n ' t. 
get any f fi ngerprints and he ' d ne~~er be ab 1 e tc~ to 1 1 who 
broke the window. 
Just as Al threw the clump of dirt, Cld Man Hackett 
walked into the garage. The crash of the breaking glass 
brought him to the broken window to see if he could disco~~er 
the perpetrators. "I'll get you for thisi" he shouted at 
the corn f i e l d . 79 I know who vau are f " 
A 1 and Johnny disappeared into the thick corrZ , but G' 1 ~~ 
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Man Hackett's bellows easily reached their ears. Al didn't 
think they' d been seen, but he wasn ' t sure. He ~►~ondered if 
the dirt clod had broken up, his fingerprints were all awTer 
it. He hoped Johnny appreciated ghat he had done for a 
friend. 
Al didn't think he had done anything wrong, after a11, 
the window had already been broken. Just the same, he felt 
a little ner~rous anytime the police car drape through their 
neighborhood the next few days. And now he had broken the 
squad car window. 
Al panicked. As soon as it was obvious that the ball 
would break the window, he quickl-~ looked around f or an 
escape. The school looked the best he thought, and he ran 
the short distance from home plate to the school. 
He ran upstairs, and saw he could slide under the heat 
registers that ran along the wall. then recess was o~~er and 
his class went by, he'd sneak into line and nob©dy'd notice, 
he thought as he slid under the register. Most of him fit., 
and if he looked away, m Gybe no one would know who he was. 
A 1 heard them before they saw them . "Geez lister , yr~u 
don't know how embarrassing it is when you're gi~•ing someone 
a speeding ticket and a little kid breaks the window on your 
squad car," Old Man Hackett was explaining to an unseen nun. 
Al giggled to himself, thinking of how he had embarrassed a 
policeman, and also at Old Man Ha.ekett straining ~Zot tci 
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swear in the presence of a nun. Al's dad had told him once 
that it caas rare for Hackett to say more than f ive caords and 
not have at least one cuss word in there somewhere. 
The nun still hadn't said anything, but Al heard the 
rustle of her long black skirt slow as it came closer to 
him--he remained motionless. "Al Larson, vouldt you pleats 
came out," he heard the nun say in her German accent. 
Al knew he was in trouble, Sister Superior could only 
mean trouble. He had expected sister Gabriella, his home 
room teacher, to handle the sitoation. He briefly wondered 
if they Caere b 1 uff ing him into giving himse ~. f up , but on 1 y 
briefly, as Sister Superior kicked his exposed shoulder and 
repeated her request, a little louder this timA. 
Al pushed himself out from underneath the register and 
stood up, dusting himself off and acting innocent, as if he 
always hung around under heat registers. 
"Let's go to the car A1," Old Man Hackett said. 
"~Iy didt you run unfit hidt?" Sister Superior asked, 
as she gave Al a knock alongside the head and began to raise 
her voice. "Dis ist nat how you are ta~_~ght~" 
The playground again went silent as Al wa►s led t~~ the 
police car by the policeman and nun. It wasn't every day 
the student's recess was interrupted by the capture of a 
desperate criminal. The red light was still flashing on the 
car. 
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"Look at dis, vat you haf done t ~'ou shoo 1 dt be 
ashamedtY" Sister Superior said, pointing to the broken 
window. She was ~~ust getting warmed up when Old Man Hackett. 
interrupted. 
"Please Sister. I can handle this from here. Thank's 
far your he 1 p , I .~ ust want to to 1 k to A 1 f or a m inute and 
then I'll send him in." He turned to open the passenger 
door , and after he brushed some g 1 ass f ragments f rom the 
seat. motioned Al to be seated. 
Al climbed into the front seat, closed the .door, and 
looked around the interior of the car. The dash was much 
more cluttered than his dad's car. A shotgun Baas locked in 
place on the hump between the passenger and driver, Al 
heard scratchy voices coming from the radio mounted beneath 
the dash. He didn't see anything that looked like it might 
be a fingerprint kit, but since he'd never seen one before, 
he wasn't sure what to look for. 
A1's quiet inspection was interrupted when Old Man 
Hackett opened the driver's door. "Didn't think that damn 
nun was ever going to leave, " he muttered un{.der his breat~ -i. 
"A1, why'd you run and hide?" he re-asked Sister Superior's 
question in slightl~f clearer English. 
Al shrugged and looked away. The recess bell had rung 
and the children Mere lined up to go back in the school. He 
coo 1 d see some of h i s f r i ends as the: to 1 ked among themse 1 ~•es 
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and painted at the police car and its flashing red light. 
"I don't know, except I was scared," he said. "I've 
never broken a policeman's window before, I've ne~•er broken 
an~rbody ' s  window before --I didn ' t know what to do, " he 
continued, his lie slipped into the conversation and then he 
waited far Hackett's reaction. 
"Did you think I'd hurt you?" Hackett asked, as he lit a 
cigarette and put the pack back in his packet. 
"Maybe, " A 1 said s 1 ow l ,y, "on Tt~, po 1 iceman are a 1 ways 
fighting and shooting. I thought if I hid and you didn't 
find me, you ' d forget about me and go away . " 
"you shou 1 d know from watching T~ that ~ctu caYZ ' t ge t 
away from the po 1 i ce , " Hackett said . " I ' m going to ha~•e tc~ 
to 1 k to your parent ' s about this , and then yciu ' 1 1 ha~•e tc~ 
work out your punishment with them. you can go back in 
now. " 
~1 got out of the car and walked across the deserted 
p 1 ayground . He stopped at the door and turne{.~ tc= td~ti=i1 tiie 
car drive away , its red 1 fi ght sti 1 1 f 1 asking . r~.s he turned 
to enter the schoo 1 , ~ 1 thought about Hackett f cirge tt~.ng tci 
turn off the 1 fi ght, 1 ike something Barney Fife G~~ou 1 d dck . 
* =~ 
Al remembered s.~ith a little bitterness that he had 
ended u~p paying for that windc~~,~ au t of liis 3 1 i ~~}wanLe f ~~r. 
o'•.'e~` ~ ~~'eaZ` , ~=~_it Hackett Tiever foLUlrlcj DLit ~~~ht ~ b~'c~~~e i1iS ~ ~~'~ge 
1~~ 
~inda~. As he came back to reality, ~1 saw that the flashyng 
lights mere still at the bottom of the hill, inviting him to 
stop. 
"Ah , sae l 1 , I ' m can 1 ~ doing ~5 , he m i grit .~ ust darn me , " ~ 1 
tha~aght. Suddenly a horrible thought occurred to him. 
Debbie had. been on his butt to get the neta 1 i tense st i ~~ ~_ers 
on the car and he hadn't dare its 'the cap c~c~uld see he 
didn't have them on, and he'd end s,~ith a ticket f~~r speed.ing 
and n~~t hats i ng the stickers on . 
He had gc tten b~ once , a coup 1 e of weeks 3g~, , ~~ i th a 
1 oca 1 po 1 iceman . ~, l had convinced the po 1 i~~ eman to ~~heck 
his stor~r that the stickers had been purchased, arid. he ~_; ~.~st 
hadn ' t had the time to put them on yet . ~~f ter the d ~. s N atcher 
confirmed that ~1 had purchased the stickers the policeman 
1 et him off ~1 i t.h a warn ing , and tc~ 1 d him tG get them ,.~}r~ as 
soon as he gat home. 
~s soon as he gat back to the car Debbie started t~~ che~r~ 
his ass. Debbie, mho staffed in the car when the,- sere 
stopped because she had dust opened a can of beer. The same 
Debbie ~~~ha, the last time she was stopped far speeding, 
cried her ~a~ out of the ticket; and as so~~n as the pc~l ? t=eman 
had turned his car around and started tc~ drive ac~~a~ in the 
other direction, had spun aut o spit gravel in all d irec~t.icns, 
and 1 of t the toc~n i n a c t oud of dust . 
Since it had been sna~,~ing, and r~l didn't hay°e a g~~ra~e, 
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he didn't try to put the stickers on right then. Aiso, it 
was a f orm of s i ~ ent protest to Debbie ' s self —r i ghtec~us 
attitude. Whenever the thought occurred to him later on, it 
was at times that were inconvenient to work on the car. Al 
realized that now he was going to have pay for his 
procrastination. 
Al watched as the patrol car's flashing lights loomed 
closer at the base of the hill. He could see the patrolman 
look over his shoulder as he waited for Al to pull ahead and 
stop. Glancing down, Al saw that the speedometer still read 
sixty-two and was s1ow1~ decreasing. 
Al's guilty conscience was again stimulated by the 
flashing red lights. He remembered during his senior year 
when he and Larry Lunde took a couple of dates to a dan~~e at 
the Roof Garden at Lake okoboji. Larry had ,just met a girl 
from a nearby town and had arranged a b 1 ind date far A I ~~ i th 
one of her f r i ends . 
To impress the girls, Al had convinced Larry to get his 
older brother to lend them his car, and after considerable 
begging--to buy them a twelve-pack of beer. Larry,• was in 
track at the time and didn't want to do and►• drinking, but Al 
appealed to his hormones. Beer would get the girls drunk, 
and drunk g i r 1 s wou 1 d be more 1 i ke l .y to want to foo 1 around . 
It was typical high school reasoning, and Larry thought it 
sounded great. 
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After picking up the girls, Al quickly maneuvered the 
conversation towards beer, and casually mentioned that they 
"happened" to have a twelTae-pack along. The girls weren't 
sure if they wanted any beer, but Al opened the box and 
passed the beers around. 
Larry was as reluctant as the girls to have a beer. 
"Christ, it's not like smoking, it isn't gonna cut your 
wind," Al said. "You only run the 1GG anyway, you're done 
running before .you can get winded" 
"Coach Clark thinks I can make it to state this year " 
Larry said, tentatively taking a beer Pram A1's hand, "I 
just don't want to mess up." 
"Hey, don't worry, everything will be great," Al said. 
He winked at Larry and nodded his head at Larry's date, whc~ 
was leaned Dyer the seat talking to Al's date ire quiet 
tones . 
Al quickly drained his beer and opened another, c~~hile 
Larry and the girls nursed theirs. Although he talked a 
goad story, Al wasn't really a drinker either, and sla~,~ed 
his pace as they reached the Raof harden parking lc~t. 
Everybody slid their empties under the seat and dent iritc~ 
the dance. 
During the band's intermission, Al talked ever-~bady int•C= 
going to the car far another beer. He hoped the beer, 
dancing, and star lit night ~rould put the girls in :3 
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romantic mood--he was mistaken. His continued attempts to 
convince his date into a little back seat fun and games were 
interrupted by Larry. "The car is starting to smell like 
beer. Ghat am I gonna do?" 
"Throw the empties out the window, there's cans all over 
anyway. " 
The girls didn't like the idea, but since the~,r didn't 
have any better ideas, they went alc1ng with it. Al 
convinced them that everybody else was doing' it, so they 
tossed the cans out the window and went back into the dance. 
After the dance they went back to the car and Al passed 
out the three remaining. beers. "you guys can each have one 
and we'll split the other one," he said, as he handed the 
third beer to his date, seated next to him in the back seat•. 
?hen he looked past his date, Al was surprised by the sudden 
appearance of a whito van beside Larry's carp he d~.dn't 
remember it there a minute ago. 
suddenly the car was flooded by bright light• and a tall 
polif~eman was at the front passenger window. "Hand 'em out 
kids , and then get out of the car . " 
"Damn," Al muttered under his breath, and crawled out of 
the back seat after his date. 
The lights looked eerie flashing against the trees and 
ref 1 ected off the thick fog that had ro l 1 ed in off the 1 ake . 
A shorter policeman climbed out of the van and said, "Let's 
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see yoLtr ID ' s kids. " 
"I (argot mine, " ,~ 1 said, and s 1 apped his back packet as 
the others handed the policemen their drivers licences'. The 
policemen didn't seem to notice Al's response as they 1GGked 
over the other licenses and searched the car. 
"Stupid Estherville kids," the tall policeman said t•a 
his partner . He l ooked back at the four teen--agers and said , 
"~1e usually catch a couple of you every night coming over 
here to drink. Throwing your cans out the windGc,~--shit, 
you'd might as well put a sign on top of the scar saying 
't~e're drinking beer in here!'" 
Al became conscious of cars slaving damn to watch the 
arrest and walked over to sit on a picnic table at the edge 
of the parking 1 of . "(here ya go in ' ba.y? " the shorter 
policeman shouted, and shined his flashlight through the fc~g 
at A1. 
"Nowhere, " Al said, as he blinked into the brig~it 1 fi ght• , 
"I dust want to sit down. " 
"Just don't get any ideas," the p~=liceman said and 
turned his light back towards Larry, {rho had opened the 
trunk for inspection. 
"Larson, ghat ' s going on? " r~, l 1 Goked back to see a 
couple of his baseball teammates who had pulled their car in 
newt to the picnic table. 
"suede and I ,~ ust got b~~~sted f'c~r possess i cin , " ~~ 1 ,s3. i d , 
1~G`
. .
as the reality began to sink in, "now he'll be out of track 
and na mare baseba 1 1 for me . " 
"I don't suppose you knew this beer was here?" Al heard 
ane of the policeman ask Larry as he pulled another 
twelve-pack from the trunk. 
A 1 grumb 1 ed under his breath that they ~,aau 1 do ' t. ha :~ e had 
to buy any beer if they had known there was sc=me beer in the 
trunk. 
"It's my brother's car, I didn't know it was there" 
Larry yelped in surprise. 
"Get in here Larsen, " his friends c~~hispered to him. 
"I can ' t do that, L•arr:y ' d newer fc=rgi~Fe me fur 1 earl ir~~; 
him, " Al whispered back. 
"He's already caught, it won't make him feel any better 
watching you get busted too. Those fucking caps are so busy 
tackling o~aer that beer they found in Larry ' s trunk that 
they wan ' t notice you ' re gene unt i 1 i t ' s to a 1 ate . Get i rZ . " 
"Makes sense," Al said as he cauti~~~usly sneaked around 
the car and climbed in the back seat. After he had laid 
down , the car backed out and s 1 c=w 1 y dro ~~e past. the arrest 
scene . As they dro~~re away , A 1 snuck a peek ~~=ut the ~•,~ i.~dot~; , 
his 1 ast sight before ~ the scene was swa 1 1 t~~~,'ed in the f c=g ~~,~as 
Larry sti 1 1 trying tG explain the beer in the tr~_tnl~ to a 
policeman who had heard it all before. 
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Larry had to pay a sip-~t-y do 1 1 ar f ire and got ~~ic~tie d c~ff 
the track team for the r est of the year n Al remembered, and 
the baseball team made it to the state tournament ~.,~here Al 
had gotten hot enough to win a college scholarship. Bverz 
mare amazing, Larry was still his friend; the girls, of 
course, would never talk to him again. 
~ 1 rea 1 ized that he prabab ly 4~au 1 do ' t be 1 Ltcky enougr~ tc= 
have someone save him this tune . The patra 1 car r~ac~ l c=c~med 
close enough to read the license number, ~1~; Al's 
speedometer read sixty: too little, taa late. 
I ,~ ust can ' t g i ve up w i thout :a f i ght though , A 1 thought , 
staring at tree approaching lights of the patrol car. It ya-mss 
a matter of principle, he hadn't gotten a ticket :het, and he 
didn't want to start now. 
Al thought of fogging an by the patrol car, but then any 
chance he might have of talking his way out of the ticket. 
wou 1 d be gone . Besides, he thought, recce 1 ~. ing O 1 d s~.an 
Hackett's words, ...you can't get away tram the police." 
Al knew his car could never outrun a patrol car, and deep 
i ns i de he knew he was ton b i g of a ca~ward to dc~ anything co 
b l atant ly i l l ego l in f rant of a patrolman . 
Al f aced the reality that he was going to have tcf talk 
to the trooper. He sl►~wed as he came near the trooper's car, 
pointedly ignoring the patrolman as he pulled in front of 
the car and tried not tcE notice the f 1 asking red 1 fi ghts that. 
~~a 
now filled his rear view mirror's. 
Al stopped slowly, so the patrolman might have 
difficulty seeing the stickers an his license plate. 
hutting his c.ar into park, Al wondered whether he should wait 
for the patrolman, ar gQ back to his car? Recalling his 
drivers training instructor's words that it's always better 
to please the police, they'll gQ easier on you, rie decided 
to sa~-e the patrolman the trip. 
An idea hit ~1 as he unbuckled his seat belt. when he 
took his license out of the caallet, ~1 also removed all but 
twenty dollars in cash and his Mastercard and automatic 
banking card. He discreetly slid the cash and cards into 
his pants packet as he kept working an his plan. 
He'd tell the trooper his little ba,y was in the hospital 
at Iowa City, and checked his wallet to make sure his son's 
picture was easily accessible. He needed a disease quickly, 
mya-cardular infarction sounded ominous enougri. He didn't 
know what it meant, but it sounded really medical. He hoped 
the trooper didn't have a medical background, and would find 
the d i cease equa 1 1 y dangerous . 
It would be his son's birthday in the he~spital. ,~1 
would tell the trooper he was guilty right away. He was 
late f or the party, and open his wallet and pull out the 
twenty, telling the trooper it was all the rnaney he had. 
"Of course, then mfr seen won't ha~•e a birthday present in 
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the hospital from his dad--his last birthday probably, and na 
present ; but I ha•ae to rea 1 ize you ' re .j ust doing yc=ur ,~ cab , " 
Al said, practicing his speech to the traaper. He almost 
believed the story himself. He didn't know if the traaper 
was going to buy it or nat, but the story was worth a shat. 
Al checked.. his side mirror far oncoming traffic before 
he opened his door. There was no one coming---there was nc~ ~~ne 
there, no flashing lights, no highway patrolman, no car' 
As he whipped around in his seat, Al looked out the rear 
window. The patrol car with the flashing red lights had 
sped off after a semi that had ,just disappeared a•~er the t=~~~~ 
of the hill on the other side of the road. 
Al slowly turned back, and when he leaked to his Left, 
saw the utility strip the trooper had used to gain access tc= 
the opposite side of the road. 
He sat back and breathed a sigh of relief, happy tc= have 
again escaped a speeding ticket. I~r. fan Driel, his drivers 
training instructor, could be happy--his prize pL~pil still 
had a clean driving record. The next time he saw Larry 
Sunde they could have a few beers and la~`igh over the narrc=~~ 
escape . Best of a l l y Debb i e wou l do ' t kno~.~ he st i l l d i do ' t 
have the license stickers on the car, she'd ha~•e been really 
pissed if he ' d been f fi ned. 
A 1 became cansc i ,ous of the rod i c~ ; h ad the announcer .~ List 
said it was 10: 0? Realizing he was going to be 1at.e, AI 
1 L 
put his car in gear, and checking his rear uie~a mirror, 
quickly pulled back onto the read. fumbling at the cruise 
control, he soon resumed his speed. 
~1 quickly calculated: Is sixt~r-fire gonna make it :' 
Better make it seventy , I ' m fee 1 ing 1 ucky tr~day . Besides, 
he thought smugly, nay I've got an excuse if I get pulled 
over again. 
~.1 
THE t~H I TE CROS~Es 
"Now I suppose that worthless Bcwn is geeing to be late 
picking us ups" he said, getting mare perturbed as the 
seemingly endless wait for their luggage continued. "He 
knew our plane was landing at one o'clock today." 
"Here comes one," said his wife, painting to a passing 
suitcase "Did it ever occur to you he may have Batten caught 
in cross-town traff ic`~ " 
"yeah , I suppose . I ' m ~ ust kind of ornery f rctrn ,~ e L. l ag , 
I guess. They scre~,,t us around at Gatwick, Gee i~a*~fe to wait• 
far our luggage here, and to top it off our ride isn't here. 
I can hardly wait to fight through customs." 
It was supposed to be Allen and Joan Reindel's dream 
vacation, and it had been; but something had affected Allen, 
something he couldn't figure out. Two weeks ago, he and his 
wife had l eft their car and f our -year o 1 d son at ~~ 1 1 en ' s 
co 1 1 ege roommate ' s Name ire I~inneapa 1 is and f I ~~~wn c~fut. r`~ ,t 
11~ 
Hubert H. Humphrey International Airport fGr a two-week 
vaGatian with `Taan's brother, Ran, and his family, in 
England. 
A11en and Jaan had saved from their gabs at the First 
National F3ank far the past year and, when Ran was stationed 
i n Eng 1 and , the trip became of fordab 1 e . 
The flfight aver had been uneventful and they had had a 
goad time visiting with their relatives. EsY.cept fc~r a ray 
in Landau, they had avoided any ma,jar tourist traps, spending 
the rn a,~ arity of their time irZ the sma 1 1 rur-a l vi 1 1 ages and 
made a .few sight seeing' trips to nearby Cambridge. I'~I+~~,a, ever 
since their 1 ast trip to Cambridge two days before, sarnet•hirzg 
had been bothering A 1 1 en and he ti past didn ' t want to face i t . 
"I'm sarr.y, what did you say?" he asked his wfife. 
"I said, 'Here tames ~~ur 1 ast suitc~.se. Let's get gc~i14~:, . 
I ' m sure Jahn is waiting fc~r us bt,~ the frcjnt dear. " 
They went through cast ams qu i ~~ l~ l .y , ~,~ i t h ~T~.z:~n ar~s~•,~e~~ ng a 1 ? 
the questions. 4~hen the customs agent as~~ed Allen if he h:~.d 
an}rthing to dec 1 are he rn u tiered "No" , and continued t~~~~~ ar ds 
the char. 
A 1 1 en cou 1 d see Jaan was curious, wc~r~derin~ a• bout her 
husband's strange behavior. NarmallyT .~aking •arid laughing, 
Allen was usually the focal paint of f~a.mi l y autir~gs . The last 
cGuple of days, however, he had remained to himself. Prier 
tc~ leaving Eng 1 arif.~, the f ar~i i y il~d 3 f fi nal pi~_nic~ :3t a sma ~ 1 
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park o~_~tside of ~atwi{~k . ~ 1 1 en had uncharacteristica 1 1.y 
snapped at his nephew for spilling a glass of lemonade. He 
had wick 1 ~~ ape l ogi~ed to e~erybady, but his mf~t_'•i_i r emainef.~ 
the same. 
"fee, I to 1 d you he wa,sn ' t going to be here . ~,_~ he l p 
me, if he ' s s.,~r~. ~pped cur car around a 1 fi ght po 1 e, I ' 1 1 ~~~ic~~ 
him right in the ass'." he snorted, dropping into a chayr 
facing the parking 1 ~~t and g 1 ar ing at the scene i n f ro~~t of 
him. 
"Be ca 1 m , I ' m sure he ' s .just caLight in traf f i ~~ . 
$es i de ' s , ~•ou ' re  the one G,►ho asked him to keep the c-~ar . ~_ ~~~ 
don ' t gam} b 1 arcing . . . . 
Across the small parking lot arld ~~th A-~~enue, he :~a'•~i 
acres of perfectly landscaped and ordered MTh i to crosses irl 
the Fart one 1 1 ing ~Sati~~na 1 {~emetery . 
The prob 1 em he had hoped to a~•oid facing w~.s again c ~. ear 
to him, as the memory came rushing back to him. 
It had been a besutif1_~I day, ar~d of t.er f~inis~~ing :~~ivppi~zg 
in the Cambridge town market, Ron had asked if A 1 1 cn azi;? .?o:.3r~ 
eau 1 d 1 i~:e t~~ visit the ~~ambrid~e American L'emeter.~,~ . 
"ghat is it, Ron?" Allen asked. 
"Thousands of Americans killed in t►~crld F•~ar II are buried 
there, and there ' s a besutifu 1 memoria 1 to tree missing irk 
action. " 
A 1 1 en ' s father harms been st:~t.ioned in Fng 1 arzd dur ir~g r j c 
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war and might en.~oy seeing some pictures of the place he 
thought. Nobody else seemed to mind, so they decided to go 
to the cemetery . 
Allen enjoyed reading about the history and action of 
World far II, and the cemetery sounded like a gaod place to 
learn some more about the war. His father constantl;T talked 
about how great it had been to serve his countr,,r and what 
combat was like. 
A 1 l en had ~~ ust missed having to go to '~lietnam . The war 
was winding down by then, and his birth date was low enough in 
the lottery that he didn't have to worry about being drafted. 
Although A11en en~ayed reading about wars, he hadn't been all 
that excited about serving in one. 
After a short drive through the English country side, 
they came to a small parking lot, which, although it was 
getting late in the afternoon, was still fairly full. "Do 
this many people visit here all the time?" Allen asked, 
.focusing his camera on the cement wall with the American 
eagle engraved on it. 
"Tomorrow is the fortieth anni~,-ersary of D-Day, so they 
are getting ready for the ceremonies," Ran said. 
Climbing some steps, Allen got his first view of the 
cemetery. In the late afternoon sunlight it was beautiful. 
On a slowly rising hill, for as f ar as the eye could see, 
4,~ere perfeCtl~ ~.3~'dered rows of t~lhite r`rC+Ss~-?S ~.Xir~~-'~~trS 
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surrounded by knee-high hedges. Each cross ar star had a 
small American and British flag at its base. In the first 
section they came ta, a small slab of cement with a bronLe 
star embedded in at the base of a crass caught Allen's 
attention. He wanted to stop and read the inscriptian~ b~~t 
with everybody in a hurry, he decided tc~ pass. 
Pausing a little further up the hill, Ron pointed out an 
inscription an one a.f the crosses. "Here lies in honored 
glory a comrade-in-arms known but to God." Allen had heard 
of the unknown soldier, but he hadn't realized there were so 
many unknown war dead. .A len last count at twenty and their 
had .just started up the hill. Thinking about these unknown 
service men was when he reali~.ed his mood had started to 
change. 
They continued an past the grave markers, finally 
reaching the chapel and memorial at the top of the hill. 
The inside of the chapel had a beautiful glass wall faring 
the setting sun, and on the o~ppasite wall, a large map 
showing bombing raids that originated from British soil, 
bathed in late afternoon sunlight. 
Now we're getting somewhere, he thGught. As his eyes 
rose up the map, fallowing the various paths that were ~.~sed 
by Allied planes to attack Germany he noticed the ceiling was 
a 1 so covered with a 1 arge mura 1 showing the ~.7ariol.~s tykes f~ 
bombers, fighters, and gliders used b;~r the Al 1 ied f~~rces in 
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~iorld tsar II. Angels were mixed in among the planes and the 
entire mural was surrounded by an inscription. 
The exact wording of the chapel's inscription escaped 
him when he tried to recall it at the st. Paul airport, but 
the meaning was still hauntingly fresh in his mind. 'The 
chapel had been dedicated to the thousands of fliers E~,~ho had 
f 1 own on missions from bases in Eng ~. and, and were ~•~i 1 1 ed in 
battle. 
The thought of these young men nervously fling off to 
their deaths made Allen think about what it c~~ould have been 
1 i ke to f 1 y of f on a bombing m i ss i on , not knowing s~hethcr he 
would ever return, the thought terrified him; he had to get 
out of the chapel. Although the sun was still out, the day 
wasn't as bright and cheery. Looking dawn the hill, the sun 
glistened off the white grave markers. 
God , I ' •ire got to get my m i nd on something e 1 se , he 
thought . 4~ar had never touched his f ami 1 ~r or -anybody e 1 se 
who was close to him. sure, his f other had served in Europe 
during 4~orld (far II and talked incessantly about it, but his 
father had never been wounded, nor had any other members of 
Allen's or Joan's f amilies. shy should this place bother 
him? 
Look~.ng away from the graves, A l 1 en saw a concrete wa l 1 
extending away .from the chape 1 . The ~aa ~. 1 stood about twe 1 ~: e -
foot high extending for a distance of wel 1 over tc~~o ilundred 
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yards, and way entirely covered with the engraved names cif 
servicemen. A large statue of a service man representing a 
different branch of the armed forces stood in franc of the 
wall about every fifty yards. Across the top of the wall, 
the inscription read: "The Americans whose names here appear 
were part of the price that free men for a second time in 
this century have been forced to pay to protect the freedom 
of their allies. " 
Allen didn't understand the significance of the wall, 
and thought it might be an index to the graves behind hiTfi. 
He walked alongside it, trying to decide how the wall could 
be a guide to finding someone's grave. The graves weren't 
in alphabetical order, the names of the men listed on the 
wall were. 
Ron came over and explwined the wall to riim. "The 
numbers behind the names aren't coordinates of the cemeter:s,• 
to he 1 p f fi nd a grave, they ' re company names, 1 ike l~}lst 
battalion. The names on the gall aren't the people buried 
behind us . A 1 1 the peap 1 e 1 fi sted an this ~„a~, 1 1 were missing 
in action--over seven thousand in all." 
There would be never be any graves for the f amilies and 
friends of these people to come and honor their sacrifice. 
At f fi rst A 1 1 en cent a 1 ang readin6 the names quicl~ 1 ~ , but 
as he neared the midd 1 e of the a 1 phabet he fci~~nd h is step 
s owing . "what. the he 1 is wr•or~g {~,~1 th y~_:u `,' „ ~~ 1 1 _r~ as~,_ed 
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himse 1 f . "~'au ' d think you were coming up can :~raur t'at.her ' s 
name or your ~.~wn±" 
As he came closer tc~ the R's, his stride became even 
more hesitant . .~ l 1 en rna~•ed c 1 ~~ser to the ~:~ l 1 , acting a.s i f 
he had seen something that demanded his full cc=ncentr~.ti~_~r~, 
tr•y i ng to a~~o i d far as l ang as pass i b 1 e  the chance of c-c=m i rig 
upon his family name on the s„ia11> He hoped no one would 
notice the tears in the corner of his eyes. 
A 1 I en fa and he cau 1 d de 1 ay na 1 anger . He c~as in f rant ~:f 
the column where he would find his family name. Reimers.. 
Reinap. . . Reinboth. . . Reinders. . . . As the tears begar7 dc~V~•~n his 
face he rea 1 iced nc~ one with his name was an the 5.•~a I l . ~ l 1 e~ 
stand b 1 inking at the wa 1 I , re I ief f I a~ ing tier Hugh hi,a bf ~dy . 
Not ha~~ing a common name, A I 1 en ~~as narm~.~ I I .y thri 1 I ed 
whene~•er he saw his 1 ast name ; he ne~~er rea 1 iced r~c~~~ 
gratefu 1 he cou I d fee 1 not seeing his I ast name . A i 1 en 
silently said a prayer of thanks. 
As A 1 1 en stc~vd si 1 ent 1 °~r saying a prat~er ir~, ;ne,m~~r~,t ~~f ~.h e 
thousands whose names were an the sraa 1 1 , and ~werF? bur•i eC~ 
behind hirn, he fe I t a soft, fami 1 iar hand beg iT~. tc~ rnassage 
his neck. 
"what's wrung, Han?" Joan asked. 
"IVoth i ng , " he said , and continued tc; stare at the c~y a I 1 , 
truing to b 1 in~t away his tears whi I e  Jean ~~~a l ke-~~ ~~ri tc: ~.:.~:~t~_h 
the rest of t~3e fami ~ Y. 
After composing himse 1 f , ~~ 1 1 en hurried of ter his f-am~i 1 y , 
glancing at the names as he went. potting a bronze star 
beside one of the names on the wall, he stopped to 
investigate further. At the bottom of the column a note 
said the man had been awarded the Medal of Honor for his 
heroism in Battle. A11en called his f amity over, poirsting 
out the man's Warne and his distinction. 
"Remember that bronze star on the grave when we came in`'" 
Allen asked, "I wonder if the guy buried there won a Medal c~f 
Honor?" 
"tie can check it on our way out, " Rorz said, "'There's 
nothing else to see here anyway." 
As the family walked along, chattering about the events 
of the day, Allen ignored the conversation around him. The 
cemetery disturbed the heroic pict1.zre of ~arld far II that. he 
had alwa:~s carried in his mind. His father had never 
mentioned that so many people were buried in nameless graves. 
The books he read and movies he saw on war never went 
into any real detail about unknown soldiers, and the deaths 
were a 1 ways re 1 ati ve l y b 1 ood l ess . Hopef u l l Y seeing a i~Leda 1 
of Hanar winner's gra~-e, reading of his heroism, would 
restore some of the war's glary. 
Allen remembered stories his f other had told him while 
he was growing up about Medal of Honor winners; although his 
father's stories had sometimes gotten tedious, Allen relished 
1~2 
reading a good war story, in fact he had bought At Dawn (fie 
slept to read on the plane trip over. His excitement 
began to rise as they caught sight of the grave. He had 
never seers a ~Ieda 1 of Honor w ~. nner and th i s was probab 1 y as 
close as he was going to get. 
Now at the ;gave, they stopped to read the inscripticln 
on the the bronze star, but there was none. Looking far the 
name inscribed on the cross they found not one, but two. 
The explanation given an the cross was the two airmen in the 
grave had been in a plane crash and doctors had been unable 
to determine which remains bel~~nged to each airman, so they 
were buried in a common grave. 
Allen staggered back, again blinking back tears. The men 
in this grave, in this cemetery, weren't there because of 
some story book shoot-out, they were the end result of c~~ar. 
There were thousands of men buried here, thousands of miles 
away from their homes and fermi 1 ies; many unknown, and same 
dying so gruesomely that they were denied the simple digr~it-,~ 
of their own grave. 
A11en felt betrayed, the stories he had 1istEned to and 
read with such excitement could excite him na inure. 
Allen was eager to Leave the cemetery, eager to leave 
Eng 1 and . Thinking he w~u 1 d be safe from the memar i es cif' t. he 
horrors of war when he returned to the States, Allen instead 
was confronted with a reminder a 1 m,c~st. as scan as he had 
J. ~ t~".~ 
stepped off the plane. 
Allen remembered the pictures he and •Joan had taken at 
the cemetery to show Allen's f other on their return. on the 
f 1 fi ght back , .~ 1 1 en had thought of throwing the pictures away . 
Now looking out the window again he saw his old roommate 
pulling up to the door of the terminal, and in the passenger 
seat he saw the eager eyes of h i s f our -year ~,1 d son 
searching for his parents. 
Na . He wou 1 do ' t throw the poi of u 1 p i ctures away . I~c~t 
only would he Shaw the pictures to his father, ~11en would 
shave the p i ctures to h is son . He wou l d keep them f ar ~,~hen 
his son was old enough to understand about war. 
Maybe ~~llen could make his son understand that although 
wars were sometimes necessary and rna~aies and books paint 
battles as exciting and colorful, there was also a grim 
reality to war. Maybe r~llen could make his son understar~r.~ 
this and make it less painf u1. He could only hope t~1at this 
would be the only way his son would find about war. 
